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HE MORE YOU KNOW, THE MORE YOU REALISE how much
you don’t know! As a professional driver trainer, or indeed a writer
and editor, there’s always more to learn. Over the last few years,
I’ve taken many courses, including ones in social media and SEO,
both of which are now an essential part of my job, even though
they barely existed when I began my career.
Professions are always evolving, as technology improves and
the world changes, so it’s important that we as professionals keep up. Continuing
professional development is vital to ensure we’re doing the best job we can.
This issue delves deeper into the topic of CPD. Our CEO Carly Brookfield
discusses why professional development is so important (see page 19). James
Whalen’s training article on page 42 gives examples of how you can incorporate
CPD into your everyday lessons. And Karen Bransgrove becomes a learner again,
by taking a flying lesson (see page 52)!
Our DIA conference features a range of CPD workshops, and this year we’re
hosting three to make it as easy as possible for you to get to one near you. We’ll be
in Bristol, Nottingham and Cardington. See page 26 for more information.
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HELPDESK
& FEEDBACK
Q
A

HAVE A QUESTION
OR COMMENT?
Call the ADI helpdesk Mon to Fri
8am–6pm or send your questions and
comments to 11, Gleneagles Court,
Brighton Road, Crawley RH10 6AD or
help@driving.org

I’ve not done as well as expected on my
standards check. Can I have a second
attempt?

020 8686 8010

Previously there wasn’t really an option for ADIs to have
a second go at their standards check simply to improve
their grade. But recently, with improvements to the
booking process and increased capacity to deliver more
standards checks, the DVSA has said that ADIs who
can present a reasonable case for a second attempt can
apply for one.
Examples of this would be sickness or other issues
on the day, or in the lead up to their last check which
resulted in a poorer grade than desired. Consideration
will also be given to those trainers who are required to
attain a Grade A for training or wider road safety roles
(such as Road Safety Officers, NDORS, fleet trainers
and new applicants to the ORDIT Register).
Trainers who wish to apply for a second check should
write to the Registrar’s team detailing their reasons for
seeking another attempt. It is important to note that
whatever result achieved on that second standards
check, that is the grading that will stand – you cannot
choose to revert back to a previous grade achieved on
the first attempt.
We encourage all members, whether it is your first
or second attempt, to talk to our training team about
undertaking some training and development in
preparation for your standards check. The DVSA is
also keen to point out that it’s the candidates who have
sought additional training and development focused on
how they perform against the national standards who are
more successful on their standards check.

Q
A
Q
A

I’ve had some pupils say they aren’t receiving
emails from DVSA confirming their test. They’ve
checked and they definitely supplied the right
email address to the DVSA so why no email?

Q
A

We raised this with the DVSA who advised pupils should
check their spam and junk emails, as well as their email
security settings and filters, as the DVSA’s emails may
be going straight to junk or rejected as unrecognised
senders. Otherwise pupils can raise the issue directly with
CustomerServices@dvsa.gov.uk
I am concerned about using my roof box on the
motorway. Do you have any advice on this?

if your roof box has been a faithful companion for many
happy years of motoring, then consider updating to a
more modern one.

Q
A

Our advice is to check with the manufacturer directly.
The boxes are speed rated and checked but for
your peace of mind, contact them to check. If you
are concerned about using it at high speeds then a
suggestion is to use magnetic L-plates instead. Also,
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I am worried that if my car is ever recalled and I
take it to test it will get refused. How will I know if
my car has a recall?
The manufacturer will write to you usually, and you can
also check via the GOV.UK website gov.uk/check-vehiclerecall. If your car does have a recall you must contact the
manufacturer where they will advise you. Once work is
carried out, or even if work doesn’t need doing, you should
get a letter from them stating this. It must be on headed
paper for the DVSA to accept it.
The airbag warning has come on in my car. My
concern is that I won’t be able to use my car for a
test later this week. Is this true?
The DVSA won’t accept warning lights on display and
this includes the airbag warning light. See if you can get
it looked at as a matter of priority and go from there. The
DVSA sent out some information recently about changes
to the rules: “If the engine management light comes on
during a driving test, and the car appears to be working
normally, the test will continue. The driving examiner will
tell you this happened at the end of the test”.
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The largest driver trainer news resource adinews.co.uk/news

Latest driver and rider testing
and instructor statistics
Women have a higher pass rate in the
theory test, while men have a higher rate of
success in the practical test, according to
the latest Department for Transport driver
and rider testing and instructor statistics.
Latest figures show that between April
2018 and March 2019, 1,787,773 car
theory and 1,664,219 car practical tests
were conducted. This is a fall of 5% and
3% respectively from the previous year.
The pass rate for 2018/19 was 47.3%
for the theory test, down 1.4% from last
year and 45.8% for practical tests, a
change of -0.5%.
Over all types of vehicle, there were
2,015,624 theory tests and 1,866,908
practical tests.

The female pass rate for the theory test
was 49% compared to the male rate of
46%. However it’s the other way round
in the practical test, with 50% of men
passing and 42% of women. Men had a
higher pass rate than women at every
attempt.

ADIs
As of 31 March 2019, there were 39,710
ADIs on the statutory register, which is
an increase of 1.2% compared to March
2018. There are also 2,252 approved
CBT motorcycle instructors, a decrease of
6.6% from the previous March.
Driving Instructor
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Prospective driving instructors must
pass all three parts of the ADI test to be
approved and registered.
There was a large peak in ADI theory
tests around 2009. This may have been
due to individuals considering a career
change during the recession.
The number of people applying to be
an ADI followed a downward pattern until
2013, where a slight upturn for theory and
practical tests began and has continued.
During January to March 2018, ADI
tests increased compared with the same
period in 2017.
This might be attributed to the
improvement of the ADI part 2 test and
ADI part 3 test, from 23 December 2017.
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New videos to help
learners improve
motorcyclist
awareness
The Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) has launched a
selection of videos to encourage learner drivers to be more aware
of motorcyclists.
The realistic computer-generated (CGI) videos have been created
to encourage learner drivers to be more aware of motorcyclists.
They’ve been made with the help of road safety campaigner and
keen biker Ria Brisland.
The videos will become part of DVSA’s official learning materials
and education products. They will help to improve the safety of
motorcyclists, by encouraging learner drivers to be more aware of
them when driving.
The videos will not be part of the theory test.
Ria’s 19-year-old son, Nick, died in April 2015 after being involved
in a collision with a car while riding his motorcycle.
Ria said: “Getting everyone to be aware of their fellow road
users at all times is essential if we are to prevent collisions and the
devastating consequences they can have on families.
“These new clips are thought-provoking and will make a difference
to the way people look for bikers. They may prove the difference
between life and death.
In 2017, motorcyclists accounted for 19% of all deaths of Great
Britain’s roads, despite only making up around 1% of all road traffic.
During the year, 2,656 motorcyclists were involved in accidents
resulting from a driver or rider failing to look properly. This was 17%
of all accidents involving motorcycles.
It’s vital that all drivers know how to spot motorcyclists and other
vulnerable road users and take appropriate action. This is particularly
important for learners, which is why the clips are being made part of
the learning materials.
The new videos show how easily motorcyclists can be missed by
road users, resulting in tragic consequences.
Mark Winn, DVSA’s chief driving examiner, said: “DVSA’s priority
is to help everyone through a lifetime of safe driving.
“These important new clips, created with Ria, will aid driver and
rider training and protect vulnerable motorcyclists. We’ll be using
them in our educational products and on social media to help drivers
keep a lookout for motorcyclists.”
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Leeds and Birmingham
delay clean air zones
Leeds and Birmingham are to delay the introduction of their planned
clean air zones.
In a joint statement, the two city councils said the zones were
being “significantly postponed” because of a government delay in
producing the digital systems required to enforce the zones.
The schemes, which would have seen vehicles that failed to meet
emissions standards charged to enter the city centres, were set to
arrive in January 2020.
However, the councils claim the government’s Joint Air Quality
Unit (JAQU) – a joint venture between the Department for Transport
(DfT) and the Department for the Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (DEFRA) – has told them the camera technology needed to
enforce the zones will not be ready until December at the earliest.
This, the two authorities say, would leave them just weeks before the
zones were supposed to enter service.
The two councils say the government is now expecting local
authorities to deliver their own system for collecting payments
from non-compliant vehicles. Originally, the authorities say, the
government had promised to provide these systems.
Councillor Waseem Zaffar, cabinet member for transport and
the environment at Birmingham City Council, said: “The council has
been fully on track to implement the clean air zone from January
2020 on the basis of assurances from the government that the
vehicle checker would be in place by October this year.
“However, the delivery of this essential online tool has now been
delayed to December 2019, which means we are unable to go
ahead with our clean air zone in January as planned, as this would
be completely unfair on residents, businesses and visitors to the
city who would only have a matter of weeks, if not days, to make key
choices about their travel behaviour or upgrade their vehicles. This
is simply unacceptable.
“While this does mean people will have longer to make these
changes, it will also delay Birmingham in achieving air quality
compliance, leaving our city exposed to dirty air for longer than
anticipated.”
Councillor James Lewis, deputy leader of Leeds City Council,
said: “It’s extremely disappointing that Leeds has been forced to
delay the introduction of one of the UK’s first clean air zones because
of the government’s failure to meet its own commitments to the two
largest local authorities.
“Leeds City Council has worked incredibly hard to make sure
that the clean air zone would be delivered on time, successfully
meeting a number of challenging deadlines set by the government.
The government now needs to outline new timescales that they are
confident can be delivered in order to give residents and businesses
across the country clarity and certainty about the future of these
schemes.”
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Parents vital in helping
autistic teens learn to drive
Autistic adolescents need the support of their parents or guardians to
prioritise independence so that they are prepared for learning to drive,
according to a new study.
These findings were compiled by researchers at Children’s Hospital
of Philadelphia (CHOP) and recently published in the journal Autism in
Adulthood.
Specialised driving instructors who have worked specifically with
young autistic drivers also emphasised the need to develop and refine
best practices to guide assessment and delivery of highly individualised
instruction for autistic young people.
Rachel K. Myers, PhD, lead author of the study and scientist at the
Center for Injury Research and Prevention at Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia (CHOP), said: “Through our interviews with specialised
driving instructors, we learned they believe parents are a critical partner
in preparing for and undertaking independent driving.
“Instructors recommend that parents help their children develop
independent life skills, including the use of alternative forms of transportation
such as bicycling or mass transit, and to practice pre-driving skills, such as
navigation, before undertaking on-road driving lessons.”
Driving instructors are an important resource for families, especially
for those with autistic adolescents learning to drive. However, because
not much is known about the specific experience of teaching autistic
adolescents how to drive, this limits the ability to provide adolescents
and families with proper guidance preparing for the learning-to-drive
process.
To help bridge this gap, researchers conducted in-depth interviews
with specialised driving instructors who had experience working with
autistic adolescents and young adults. This is the first study to examine
the process and experience of driving instructors who provide behind-

the-wheel training specifically for this population.
The study revealed a set of common themes that underscored the
importance of parents of autistic adolescents in preparation for the
learning-to-drive process, with driving instructors viewing parents as
essential partners in supporting their efforts in teaching driving skills and
promoting independence.
Participating instructors said parents can support and prioritise
independence by encouraging their autistic adolescents to develop life
skills, such as mowing the lawn, cooking, and taking public transport,
before learning to drive.
Benjamin E. Yerys, PhD, study author and psychologist at the Center
for Autism Research at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, said: “What
these specialised driving instructors told us about the disconnect
between driving and other life skills was surprising.
“Some parents may not let their autistic adolescents use an oven, but
are asking if their teens are ready to drive. Whether or not their children
decide to drive, parents should encourage greater independence by
encouraging them to get around on their own. Travelling independently
by driving or other modes of transportation is key to continuing their
education, working, and staying connected with friends and family.”
The study was conducted by a multidisciplinary team of researchers
from CHOP’s Center for Injury Research and Prevention, Center for
Autism Research, and Division of Emergency Medicine, as well as the
University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing and the Virginia Tech
Transportation Institute (VTTI), as part of a five-year study aimed at
understanding mobility issues for autistic adolescents funded by the
Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development (NICHD) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). This is
the first paper published as part of the study.
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Road funding “not fit for purpose”
A report by MPs has described funding for the
road network as “not fit for purpose”.
The Transport Committee report claims
funding is inadequate and not allocated
efficiently or effectively. It says that local
government revenue funding has fallen by
about 25% since 2010 and is often used by
councils to plug gaps in other budgets.
Capital funding – through the Pothole
Action Fund and other pots – is sporadic and
time-limited. This lack of funding certainty has
caused many councils to take short-term,
reactive decisions on road maintenance, which
is more expensive and less effective than
proactive maintenance that can be planned
well in advance and the cost spread out over a
number of years.
The cost to deal with this huge road
maintenance backlog has been valued at
£9.8 billion by the Asphalt Industry Alliance –
that’s approximately £70 million per authority
in England and £32 million per London
authority.
Potholes are a headache for everyone and
a severe risk for many, says the report. A
deteriorating local road network undermines
local economic performance and results in
direct costs to taxpayers, either through rising
costs of deferred work or through a mend and
make do approach that does not represent
good value for money in the long-term. It
also damages vehicles and causes injuries to

passengers, particularly those with existing
medical conditions.
The chair of the Transport Committee, Lilian
Greenwood MP, said: “Local roads are the
arteries of our villages, towns and cities, but
most people won’t have to go further than the
local shops to spot a pothole that poses a risk
of injury or damage.
“Local authorities are in the invidious position
of having to rob Peter to pay Paul. Cashstrapped councils are raiding their highways
and transport budgets to fund core services.
This is not an isolated example – it’s been a
common thread in our other recent inquiries on
buses and active travel. Now is the time for the
Department to propose a front-loaded, longterm funding settlement to the Treasury as part
of the forthcoming Spending Review.
“Almost every journey begins and ends on
local roads: the DfT must work with the public
and local authorities to make them safe.”
RAC head of roads policy Nicholas Lyes
said: “We warmly welcome the findings of this
report, which recognises the means of funding
roads under council control is as broken as
many local roads are themselves, and that a
new approach is badly needed.
“While it is good that major roads are seeing
significant levels of investment, the same can’t
be said for all the others and surely, in 2019 it
shouldn’t be the case that a driver can switch
from a major A-road to a minor road and see an

immediate degradation in surface quality.
“Not putting enough money into fixing the
UK’s local roads is a false economy. In doing
so, an unnecessary burden is being placed on
councils. And then, when roads inevitably fail
and need emergency attention, we all end up
paying through taxes for short-term repairs that
don’t sort out the problem in the long term. So
it’s high time local roads were recognised for
what they are – a significant piece of national
infrastructure that serves a vitally important role
in terms of connecting communities and linking
people to their workplaces, which ultimately
helps drive the economy.”

Budget cuts

This report comes as new figures reveal that
nearly eight million potholes could have been
repaired using money councils have been
forced to cut from road maintenance budgets
since 2010.
Local Government Association (LGA)
analysis shows routine road maintenance
budgets have fallen from £1.1 billion in
2009/10 to around £701 million in 2017/18.
This budget is used to fund expenses such as
minor road repairs, cleaning drains and fixing
street lighting.
The LGA estimated that the reduction could
have covered the cost of repairing 7.8 million
potholes.

Idling drivers face
tougher penalties
Drivers that leave their engines running while parked could face tougher
penalties.
Transport secretary Chris Grayling announced a public consultation,
looking at increasing fines for idling drivers. Vehicle idling is a major factor
in poor air quality, particularly in areas with large numbers of waiting
vehicles – such as outside schools, at taxi ranks and bus stations.
Councils already have the power to fine drivers, but the Department for
Transport is looking at toughening up those powers to try and put a stop
to unnecessary air pollution.
Chris Grayling said: “We are determined to crack down on drivers
who pollute our communities by leaving their engines running, particularly
outside school gates where our children are breathing in this toxic air.
“Putting a stop to idling is an easy way to drive down dangerously
high levels of pollution, reducing its impact on the environment and our
health.”
Poor air quality is the biggest environmental risk to public health in the
UK. Every minute, an idling car produces enough exhaust emissions to fill
150 balloons with harmful chemicals, including cyanide, NOx and PM2.5.
The microscopic pollutants can result in a range of health problems – from
heart and lung disease to strokes and cancer and have been shown to be
particularly damaging to children.
These plans – which would represent the biggest change to the rules
since 2002 – will also provide guidance to local authorities on their antiidling powers, enabling them to enforce the law more effectively.
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Calls for motorway speed limit increase
There have been calls for the motorway speed limit to be raised, after
the Department for Transport revealed that a change in lorry speed limits
could have helped improve road safety.
A report shows that allowing heavy goods vehicles over 7.5 tonnes
to travel 10mph faster, bringing them closer to the speed of other traffic,
has contributed to an increase of 1.5mph in average speeds on single
carriageway roads.
An increase of just 1mph would free up 650,000 driver hours and save
hauliers more than £10 million a year. The change, which came into force
in 2015, allows lorries to travel at up to 50mph on single carriageways
and 60mph on dual carriageway roads in England and Wales. It means
they are travelling at similar speeds to other vehicles, instead of much
slower – with the aim of improving road safety. This report shows there is
a possible “statistically significant” improvement to road safety on study
roads.
Roads minister Michael Ellis said: “I am pleased to see the improvement
in safety while helping to unlock the UK’s potential – encouraging growth
and enhancing productivity.
“Increasing the speed limit for lorries has helped companies save time
and money, enabling them to re-invest this in their business and buying
newer and greener vehicles.
“This move has also potentially improved road safety as it appears to
have reduced the risks some drivers take when overtaking slow-moving
vehicles.”
The report also shows that the number of speeding lorries has fallen
by about 70%.

Since the change in speed limit was introduced, the average lorry
speed on single carriageways increased by 1.5mph to 45.6mph, and
other vehicles also saw increased speeds. On dual carriageways, the
average speed increase was 0.4mph, to 52.4mph.
This report has led to some campaigners calling for the speed limit on
the motorway for cars to be increased to 80mph.
AA president Edmund King said: “Driving at 80pmh at an appropriate
distance from the vehicle in front, in a modern car in good weather on a
decent motorway is probably safe.
“Driving at 50mph tailgating the car in front is never safe.”
The 70mph speed limit was introduced in 1965. Many experts argue it
has become outdated with faster and safer modern cars.
Howard Cox, founder of motoring campaign group FairFuelUK, said:
“It’s high time speed limits on motorways and dual carriageways are
increased to match those in all EU states. At 80mph, where it’s safe to
do so, the positive benefits to the economy, travel times and driver stress
will be substantial. Most drivers already drive at this speed.”
Jim O’Sullivan, CEO of Highways England, has also said the speed
limit on some roads could be safely raised to 80mph.
RAC head of roads policy Nicholas Lyes disagrees. He said: “Given
that inappropriate speed is still a major factor in collisions, it’s unlikely
many motorways in the UK are suited to an 80mph limit. We know a large
proportion of drivers already regularly exceed the 70mph limit so there is
a danger increasing it would send out the wrong message.”
See page 70 for what our members have had to say on social media
about this issue.
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New dual control team
leader for Gallagher
Gallagher, one of the UK’s largest providers of risk management and
commercial insurance solutions, has appointed automotive insurance
specialist, Alex Dailey, into the role of dual control team leader.
Alex, who will be based in Gallagher’s Liverpool office on Sefton
Street, joins the business with over 33 years of experience in the
insurance sector. In her new role, Alex will be responsible for heading
up the driving school scheme, managing a team of three.
The dual control team has already witnessed a positive 12 months,
having grown revenue by 25% last year. Alex said: “I’m so excited
to be joining Gallagher’s Dual Control team, especially as it is one
that is renowned for its outstanding customer service and its ability to
develop bespoke solutions to offer the utmost protection. I’m looking
forward to applying my vast experience to provide the best level of
customer service I can, and retaining the loyalty of Gallagher’s longstanding clients, as well as motivating my team to promote and expand
what is already a hugely successful scheme.”
Stephen Penketh, regional managing director for Gallagher in the
North West, added: “We’re delighted to welcome Alex to the dual
control team. Her valued experience and knowledge of the specific
risk exposures and challenges faced by businesses in the driving
school sector positions her perfectly to assist our clients with their
insurance needs.
“Alex will be a valuable enhancement to the team and she will
be key in helping us to continue our successful momentum. As the
market-leaders in offering driving instructor insurance, we place great
focus on getting to know our clients inside out, so it’s important that
we have the right people in place that can support and service the
range of requirements of specialist industries.”
Comprehensive driving instructor insurance offers a range of cover
as standard, and can help a driving instructor on the road in the event
of a claim. Gallagher offers one of the leading insurance products
for driving instructors and driving schools, underwritten by Aviva. An
effective driving instructor insurance policy can help to protect the
vehicle, the driver and the business.
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Older tyre ban to help
road safety
New laws banning older tyres on large vehicles to improve road safety
could be introduced later this year.
Tyres aged 10 years and older would be banned from use on buses,
coaches, lorries and minibuses. If supported, the new rules could be
in force by early 2020.
The consultation follows a campaign by Frances Molloy, whose
son Michael died in a coach crash caused by a 19-year-old tyre in
2012. Her work with the Tyred campaign led to the consultation being
launched today.
Road safety minister Michael Ellis said: “Our priority is keeping
people safe on our roads, and we are taking action to reduce the
number of people killed or injured.
“There is increasing evidence that age affects the safety of tyres,
which is why I think older tyres should not be used on large vehicles.
“I would like to thank Frances Molloy and the Tyred campaign for
their work raising this important issue – the changes we are consulting
on could save lives.”
The consultation, which runs for 10 weeks, asks whether older tyres
should be banned on buses, coaches, lorries and minibuses as well as
whether this ban should be extended to taxis and private hire vehicles.
It follows other measures the government has put into place since
2012.
Bus operators have been advised not to use older tyres at the front
of their vehicles. Inspections of 130,000 buses by the Driver and
Vehicle Standards Agency since 2017 showed only 0.06% were in
breach of the guidance.
DVSA also updated its guidance on maintaining roadworthiness to
say tyres aged 10 years and older should not be used on the front
axles of heavy goods vehicles, as well as buses and coaches.
A growing body of evidence includes research, commissioned by
the Department for Transport and published last week, which shows
ageing tyres suffer corrosion which could cause them to fail.
The evidence also includes reports from two fatal crashes – one
involving a coach on the A3 in 2012, and another on the M5 in 2017,
involving a heavy goods vehicle.
The consultation follows continued work to establish the impact
of age on tyre performance. Today’s consultation comes ahead of a
refreshed Road Safety Statement and two-year action plan, which will
be published shortly.
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Blue Badges for hidden
disabilities
People with hidden disabilities will soon be able to access Blue Badge
parking permits.
For drivers or passengers with dementia, anxiety disorders or
reduced mobility, the anticipation of travel difficulties such as finding a
parking space can build on top of the stress of the journey itself.
Minister for disabled people Justin Tomlinson said: “It’s unacceptable
that people with hidden disabilities still face discrimination when using
disabled facilities like parking spaces.”
“Extending the Blue Badge scheme is a watershed moment in
ensuring those with hidden disabilities are able to travel with greater
ease and live more independent lives.
To help councils with the expected increase in applications, the
department has agreed with the Ministry of Housing, Communities and
Local Government to provide £1.7 million in the first year of the programme.
The Department for Transport has been working with specialists
to expand the eligibility criteria for the badges, which will now include
people who cannot walk as part of a journey without considerable
psychological distress or the risk of serious harm.
Jane Harris, director of external affairs at the National Autistic
Society, said: “The changes will make a huge difference to thousands
of autistic people and their families across England – helping them to
go out in the way many others take for granted.
“Just leaving the house is incredibly difficult for many autistic people

– and involves detailed preparation. Some autistic people have no
concept of the dangers of the road while others are so anxious about
plans going wrong, like not being able to find a parking space, that they
don’t go out at all. Having a Blue Badge will be life-changing and help
many to reduce loneliness and isolation.”
The expanded scheme coincides with the launch of a new task force
to toughen up enforcement and help councils tackle fraudulent use of
the badges.
At the end of 2018, the Local Government Association estimated
that the theft of Blue Badges had risen by 45% in 12 months and
increased six-fold since 2013.
A task group will be set up with key organisations to gather ideas and
evidence on how to improve the consistency of council enforcement to
tackle fraud and misuse.
The review will also look at ensuring that there is greater public
awareness of which groups are eligible for a badge, when it can and
cannot be used, and how to surrender the badge when it is no longer
needed, for example if the badge holder dies.
While the new criteria will give clear and consistent guidelines on
Blue Badge eligibility for the whole of England, not everyone with nonphysical disabilities will qualify for a badge. It will be up to the relevant
local authority to decide if an applicant meets the eligibility criteria, as
is currently the case.
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Training car insurance
which covers more

Specialist driving school cover from the
DIA’s only authorised and approved broker

The industry’s most comprehensive training
car insurance, our policies cover as standard:
24/7/365 claims management team
Dual control courtesy car as standard*
(Unlimited hire for non-fault or 21 days hire for fault claims)
Personal accident cover for anyone in your car
Zero excess policy
Transferable no claims bonus
Motor prosecution defence cover
Off road cover for students as young as 14

01227 285550
diainsurance.co.uk

*Subject to terms and conditions, see website for details
DIA Insurance is a trading name of quotemetoday.co.uk
Quotemetoday.co.uk Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
Driving Instructor
(FCA) Reference no 786619
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BUSINESS
HELPDESK
KEITH HALSTEAD
IS TAX GOING TO GET
MORE TAXING FOR THE
SELF-EMPLOYED?

RECENT SURVEY OF SMALL
BUSINESS owners makes bleak
reading.
Nearly 70% of small business
owners feel that recent and upcoming
tax changes are going to have a
negative impact on their businesses,
according to a new poll.
From making tax digital to cuts to dividends allowance,
there are a number of changes that could affect your tax
affairs in the near future. And 69% of small business
owners think these changes are going to be for the
worse, according to the 700 customers in the survey.
Here are the items in store that may affect ADIs:

A

DIVIDEND ALLOWANCE DROPS BY £3000
OK, not many ADIs have large investment portfolios
earning significant dividends each year, but a few
operate through a limited company, particularly if they
are a busy fleet trainer and making sizeable profits. If
you are in this position, you rely on dividends as a way
of extracting your profits tax-efficiently from your
personal company. Up to the start of the 2018-2019
tax year, you could claim £5000 tax free if you paid
yourself a dividend through your company. Now, the
maximum is £2000. This is a significant drop. In
practice, this means you’ll be paying tax on £3000
more than you were last year, which could take a
sizeable bite out of your profits, depending on which tax
bracket you fall into.
But the major item, that is going to affect all ADIs is
the move to Make Tax Digital.

ABOUT THE
WRITER
Keith Halstead MA
(Oxon) FCA has been a
partner in the chartered
accountancy profession
for more than 20 years.
He is responsible for
a wide range of owner
managed businesses,
including driving
instructors. He currently
heads up the DIA Tax
Service for members.

“While Making Tax Digital hasn’t
been fully introduced yet, it has
been looming for years”
TOP EXCUSES FOR NOT FILING A TAX RETURN
ON TIME
Those of you who read this column regularly, will know
that HMRC likes to publish the ridiculous excuses that
taxpayers come up with for not filing their tax return on
time. Some of the more recent excuses have included:

BRACE FOR MAKING TAX DIGITAL
While Making Tax Digital hasn’t been fully introduced
yet, it has been looming for years. This year, you’re able
to sign up to the government’s pilot of the scheme
ahead of its introduction in 2020. While it may feel like
an extra burden to get used to the new system, it might
be worth familiarising yourself with it.
For example, if you use a spreadsheet to record your
business transactions, your spreadsheet will have to
link to HMRC to allow quarterly reporting. Software will

1.

I’M TOO SHORT TO REACH THE POST BOX

2.

MY BOILER HAD BROKEN AND MY
FINGERS WERE TOO COLD TO TYPE

Would you believe it, but last year almost 750,000
missed the tax return deadline, all of whom faced a
£100 penalty. Not a bad little earner for HMRC at
£75,000,000. Those penalties increase over time if
there continues to be a delay in filing, without a
reasonable excuse.
We are pleased to report that not one of the DIA Tax
Service members was among this hapless population
of late filers.
Driving Instructor
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become available to do this as the software market
grows. Depending on the results of its test pilots,
HMRC may allow you to manually enter your quarterly
figures. You still have to make the usual accounting
adjustments at the year end. So, essentially, this means
making five separate returns to HMRC in the tax year.
For many small businesses, this is an intolerable
burden, requiring great discipline.
It’s worth keeping up-to-date with the likely changes
so that they don’t come as a shock when the MTD
provisions become compulsory.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE
REPORT
CARLY BROOKFIELD
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IS
ESSENTIAL TO THE INDUSTRY

OLLOWING ON FROM MY
COLUMN last month where I raised
a few challenges with the current ADI
qualification process a member, quite
reasonably, asked me what my thoughts
were on trainers that can teach on D1,
C1, C, C and E etc.
The question posed was that, without having any
training other than just holding the category for three
years, surely this issue should be addressed first before
ADIs have to do yet more training for their qualification
process.
For me it’s not necessarily an ‘or’ so much as an
‘and’ when it comes to where should we prioritise the
up-skilling, further training and putting in place specific
training licence requirements for trainers in other licence
categories.
I totally agree that the categories mentioned above
should require a training licence – indeed we have
lobbied for years on this matter.
I have always had an issue with a duality in approach
to how we licence and accredit driver training in the
UK. For example, as our member quite rightly highlights,
ADIs have to hold a licence and complete a three part
qualification and have regular regulatory checks to deliver
training in category B vehicles. Whereas, we require
none of this to train drivers in categories D and E, for
example.
We also have the issue of the agency accrediting
driving courses and tests which are ostensibly delivered
by other advanced driver training bodies. On the ground
these are regularly delivered by observers and some
examiners with no formal ADI (or equivalent) regulated
driver training or examiner qualification. There is also little
regulatory oversight and regular third party competency
assessments of individuals.
So be reassured, we do not lobby and campaign only
to plug gaps in the ADI qualification process. We actively
campaign across all the gaps in driver training licensing,
professional development and regulation.

F
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ABOUT THE
WRITER
Carly has over 18 years
experience in senior
management helping to
develop and promote
both private and public
sector bodies including
professional membership
and industry bodies in the
medical, education and
financial services arena.
She is also an experienced
campaigner and lobbyist
on road safety issues and
member of the DfT’s Road
Safety Delivery Group and
a board member of the
research and knowledge
hub The Road Safety
Observatory.

This isn’t to put an extra burden on the individual
trainer, but to ensure the profession develops – and
protects – itself and the individual practitioners within it.
Lobbying to include essential training such as
safeguarding in the ADI qualification is also aimed at
protecting the pupil and wider public.
This issue of the magazine is all about continuing
professional development, and the further training of

“We actively campaign across
all the gaps in
driver training, licensing,
professional development
and regulation”
driver and rider trainers. It is necessary that we evolve
driver education, and a big part of that is the development
of trainers themselves.
We constantly listen to the needs of our individual
members when it comes to their professional
development. Many of the helpdesk queries we deal
with on a day-to-day basis will be as a result of a gap
in professional knowledge or know-how when it comes
to dealing with a tricky pupil or business management
problems, for example.
We never stop learning, and hope that through our
CPD programme, and the guidance we give members
on their individual professional development journey,
they can continue to enhance their knowledge and skills
throughout their professional lifetime.
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Dual Control

Instructor insurance that
passes your test
With over 20 years experience we understand your needs as a busy instructor.
Whether you are a PDI or ADI, our insurance solution offers comprehensive motor cover.
• Discounts for claim free driving & qualifications

• Banned driver & off-highway young driver cover

• Dual-controlled courtesy car available*

• Parts and repairs guaranteed for 3 years*

• Negligent tuition liability cover as standard

*Subject to an approved repairer being used.

For more information contact:
T: 0800

612 3656

| ajg.com/uk/driving-instructors

GST-290996717

Please contact us if you would like a copy of the full policy terms and conditions.

Arthur J. Gallagher Insurance Brokers Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered Office: Spectrum Building, 7th Floor, 55,
Blythswood Street, Glasgow, G2 7AT. Registered in Scotland. Company Number: SC108909. FP1134-2018 Exp. 12.11.2019. ©2018 Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
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KING’S
COMMENT
EDMUND KING OBE
ROAD SAFETY INQUIRY TO REDUCE
NUMBER OF PEOPLE KILLED AND
INJURED ON OUR ROADS

T

HE TRANSPORT SELECT
COMMITTEE HAS launched an
inquiry into road safety. The AA
Charitable Trust, along with hundreds
of other interested organisations,
submitted written evidence
highlighting areas we believe should

be focused on.
The purpose of the inquiry is to try to reverse the
plateau in the numbers of those killed or seriously
injured on our roads.
Our evidence, which has been published by the
committee, focuses on three main areas to tackle:
smart motorways, young drivers and the role telematic
insurance can play in keeping them safe, and seatbelts.
Broadly speaking, these areas fall into three distinct
pillars (engineering, education and enforcement), which
together form a sound basis for safer roads.

ABOUT THE
WRITER
Edmund King is
best known for media
appearances on the
subject of motoring
and transport policy.
He is president of the
Automobile Association
and a visiting professor
of transport at Newcastle
University

“The purpose of the inquiry is
to try to reverse the plateau in
the numbers of those killed or
seriously injured on our roads”
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“In 2017, 27% of car occupants
who were killed in a crash
were not wearing seatbelts,
a figure which has risen
steadily since 2013”
We were pleased when these were moved to one
mile apart but there must be a review of the motorways
where schemes have already been completed with
ERAs at 1.5-mile gaps.
Overall, we believe there should be specific road
safety targets set by Government. This would mean
that, whatever the select committee chooses to focus
on after the inquiry, the results are monitored and effort
is focused in a cohesive and collaborative way.
The committee is still open to receiving written
evidence via their website. I would urge any of you,
with your unique position within the transport sector, to
submit your views.

Wearing a seatbelt is arguably the first thing anyone
should learn about keeping safe in a vehicle.
Yet in 2017 27% of car occupants who were killed in
a crash were not wearing seatbelts, a figure which has
risen steadily since 2013, when 19% of car occupants
who were killed were not wearing a seatbelt.
No one would pass (or even be allowed to continue)
their driving test if they weren’t wearing a seatbelt.
The fact that some drivers choose not to wear one
once they are on their own comes down to continuous

18

education to remind drivers of the life-saving benefits
of seatbelt wearing, coupled with effective police
enforcement to catch those who flout the rules.
Smart motorways are something we have
campaigned about for many years to ensure that
Emergency Refuge Areas are closer together than the
1.5 miles at which they were originally set.

www.parliament.uk/business/committees/
committees-a-z/commons-select/transportcommittee/inquiries/parliament-2017/roadsafety-17-19/
Driving Instructor
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CARLY BROOKFIELD DISCUSSES THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTINUING
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR THE DRIVER TRAINER
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URPRISINGLY, IN A
PROFESSION THAT
is all about education
and development we are
still asked to justify the
importance of continuing
professional development (CPD).
Driver training itself is often consumed
for professional development reasons, with
increased employability and mobility for work
being often cited as a reason for acquiring
an initial driving licence, or additional
licences in vocational categories.

CPD can help trainers better rise to the
challenges once they’re on the road with
their career, and can also help them realise
the many opportunities out there in the
profession.
Further professional development can
help these heroes without capes better
equip more drivers to deal with the threats
of the road every day – which, let’s face it,
are more realistic threats than most of the
scenarios in a Mission Impossible film.

You’ve finished your ADI Parts 1, 2 and 3.
Check.

CPD is important because it ensures you
continue to be competent in your profession,
and that – especially as an educator – the
knowledge you pass on is accurate and
up-to-date. CPD is an ongoing process
and continues throughout a professional’s
career – much as we’d like to see driver
development in an ideal world!
The ultimate outcome of well-planned
continuing professional development is that
it safeguards the public, the employer, the
professional and the professional’s career.
Well crafted and delivered continuing
professional development is important
because it delivers benefits to the individual,
their profession and the public customer.

S

You’ve completed all the training and
licensing requirements so that you can get
on with the job of being a fully-fledged driver
or rider trainer. Check.
Your new training vehicle is all branded
up and ready to go, website done, pupil
acquisition strategy in full swing and your
diary is filling up. Mission accomplished.
Congratulations! But a little like Mission
Impossible, even when they’ve chased the
baddies over several continents, done a few
high speed car chases and stopped some
evil genius taking over the world, and even
as they toast themselves on a successful
mission, there’s always another mission on
the horizon, a new threat emerging, a new
battle to be won.
Now, clearly we don’t expect the average
ADI to be facing such threats when they’ve
completed their training, nevertheless
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Continually changing

■

you need to deliver a professional
service to your customers, clients
and the community in line with Unit
6.5 of the National Standards for
Driver and Rider Training:
gov.uk/government/publications/
national-standard-for-driver-andrider-training
CPD ensures that you and your
knowledge stay relevant and
up-to-date. You are more aware of
the changing trends and directions
in your profession. The pace of
change is probably faster than it’s
ever been – and this is a feature
of the new normal that we live and
work in. If you stand still you will
get left behind, as the currency of
your knowledge and skills becomes
out-dated.

Why is CPD so important?
■

■

CPD ensures your capabilities
keep pace with the current
standards of others in the same
field.
CPD ensures that you maintain and
enhance the knowledge and skills

Driving Instructor
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■

■

■

■

■

■

CPD helps you make a meaningful
contribution to your team to be
more effective in the workplace.
You can advance your career and
move into new positions where you
can lead, manage, influence, coach
and mentor others.
CPD helps you to stay interested
and interesting. Experience is a
great teacher, but it does mean
that we tend to do what we have
done before. Focused CPD opens
you up to new possibilities, new
knowledge and new skill areas.
CPD can deliver a deeper
understanding of professionalism,
along with a greater appreciation
of the implications and impact of
your work.
CPD helps advance the body of
knowledge and technology within
your profession.
CPD can lead to increased
public confidence in individual
professionals and their profession
as a whole.
Depending on the profession –
CPD contributes to improved
protection and quality of life, the
environment, sustainability, property
and the economy. This particularly
applies to high-risk areas, or
specialised practice areas which
often prove impractical to monitor
on a case by case basis.

The importance of continuing professional
development should not be underestimated.
It is a career-long obligation for practising
professionals.
Sometimes it is mandated by professional
organisations or required by codes of
conduct or codes of ethics. But at its core it
is a personal responsibility of professionals
to keep their knowledge and skills current
so that they can deliver the high quality of
service that safeguards the public and meets
the expectations of customers and the
requirements of their profession.
Make it fun
Continuing professional development should
be engaging and fun too. And it should also
be relevant to your personal professional
needs and goals.
Sometimes it’s difficult to find a course
that fits in with your other obligations.
Sometimes, as you walk out of a course or
workshop it’s hard to assess what you have
actually learned. Have you absorbed the
necessary skills and will you be able to apply
them correctly in your work?
Knowing what CPD is relevant and
necessary to you as an individual is an
important part of your CPD journey.
Getting advice from experts like DIA’s
own training and professional development
team is a good first step and the friendly and
experienced team are happy to guide you.
Giving them a call or dropping them an email

Driving Instructor
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to discuss your needs or aspirations will be
beneficial in helping you choose the right
development opportunities and make the
right investment of your time and money. You
can ring them on 020 8686 8010 or email
help@driving.org
We can help
Our online courses and classroom
workshops, written by professionals for
professionals and involving thoughtful online
interaction with your peers, offer a great
opportunity to develop your skills, knowledge
and experience.
Free monthly webinars you can watch live
or catch up on in your own time are a great
way to get a taster of key topics and decide
whether you want to investigate further
learning. Previous topics have included
drivers with diverse needs, mind maps and
driver behaviour.
A full archive of webinars is available on
driving.org in the members’ area.
DIA Academy will also fully launch soon
and will be chock full of a wide variety of
bitesize courses, longer certified courses
and qualifications, quizzes and helpful CPD
advice. The Academy also offers you the
flexibility of study at home or in a classroom
setting with your peers.
So what are you waiting for? You’ve seen
the arguments for CPD and there’s plenty
of opportunity around – dive in now and
develop yourself and your career.
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ADD STRINGS TO
YOUR BOW
KATHY MANSON EXPLORES POTENTIAL AVENUES OF
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR ADIS, INCLUDING
COURSES FROM THE DIA THAT CAN HELP YOU ADVANCE
YOUR CAREER

ROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT IS
AN IMPORTANT
part of being a driving
instructor. The skills
and knowledge you’ll
need to teach your pupils change over
time, as do the driving tests and the way
driving is taught.
To give your pupils the best chance of
becoming safe, responsible drivers and
passing their tests, you’ll need to keep
your skills and knowledge up to date. It’s
also important to show your pupils that
you’re still improving your skills: no one
ever really finishes learning to drive.
You’ve read Carly’s article on why
professional development is important.
So what is on offer for ADIs who wish to
develop their career? Here are some of
the most common next steps for ADIs.

P

CLIENT-CENTRED LEARNING
Client-centred learning is an approach
that’s being used increasingly in the
driving tuition industry. It’s a way of
teaching that puts the focus on the
learner, as these core principles show.
■

■
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Actively listen to what your pupils
are trying to tell you about what’s
getting in the way of their learning
so you’ll be well-equipped to help
them achieve their learning goals.
Don’t hide behind a façade,

■

■

patronise your pupils or pretend
to be something you’re not. Your
pupils will be much more likely to
be willing to listen to you, and share
their problems, if you’re ‘real’.
Show them you trust that they’re
trying to be constructive and find
solutions. Your pupils will be much
more likely to take your advice and
guidance if you accept and respect
who they are.
People learn in different ways and
at different speeds. If someone
who likes time to reflect on their
learning is forced to move on to the
next thing too quickly it could slow
down their progress. Or if someone
who likes to learn by trying things
out is made to watch too many
demonstrations without having a go
they will get frustrated.

Client-centred learning takes into
account how the learner prefers to learn.
When people learn in this way they are
more likely to retain information and
skills. People are also more likely to keep
learning if they are encouraged to take
responsibility for their learning at an early
stage – this is the second aim of clientcentred learning.
How to teach in a client-centred way
Listen to your learner to find out how
they like to learn, the things that are
getting in the way of their progress and
how you can help.

Driving Instructor
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Coaching
You might want to use some coaching
techniques with your learners. These are tools
that help you to teach in a client-centred way.
For instance, you might use scaling to help a
learner assess their progress, or mind-mapping
to help a learner to explore a subject. If you’re
a driving instructor you may already be using
coaching techniques with your learners without
even knowing it.
You may already be following these principles
at least some of the time. The more you use this
approach, the more effective your instruction
is likely to be. There are lots of different
techniques for managing learning in a clientcentred way: this is a great area to explore in
your professional development
DIA offers a course on the applied coach
approach. This illustrates how coaching
principles can be used to help learners
identify obstacles to their learning and develop
strategies to overcome them. Visit
driving.org/product/applied-coach-approach
for more information.

After you give the lesson, the examiner will
discuss your performance and give you your
grade. This will take about 15 minutes.
We have covered standards checks in our
webinars. Sign in to the members’ area at
driving.org to access our previous webinars.
These cover a number of subjects to help you
be best prepared to pass the check.

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Continuing professional development is a good
way to keep your skills up to date. You choose
how and when to do the training – it could be
a formal course or research on the internet, for
example. Your CPD should link with the driver
trainer competence framework.
As an approved driving instructor you can
take CPD in different ways. You can:
■
■
■

STANDARDS CHECK

■
The standards check is compulsory professional
development for ADIs. The ADI standards check
replaced the ADI check test in April 2014.
The ADI standards check assesses your
ability to teach pupils. You have to take at least
one ADI standards check during each four-year
period that you’re registered as an ADI.
You have to take a standards check even if
you don’t have a car or aren’t working as an
ADI. You can only take standards checks in
English or Welsh.
When to take your standards check
You’ll get a letter from DVSA asking you to go
for your standards check. It will say when and
where to go. There is no additional fee for a
standards check.
You’ll be marked on 17 areas of competence
that are grouped into three categories:
■
■
■

■
■
■

SPECIAL TEST FOR INSTRUCTORS
As part of your CPD you can take a DVSA
special test, which will test your skills to the
highest standards and demonstrate your
commitment to CPD. This test is only available
to fully qualified instructors and includes a test
of your general driving skills and manoeuvres.
The test lasts up to an hour and a half and
includes:
■
■
■

Lesson planning
Risk management
Teaching and learning skills

The 17 areas of competence are listed in the
ADI standards check report form, which the
examiner will fill in during your check.
You’ll get a score from 0 to 3 for each of the
17 competencies, which are added up to work
out your grade.

An eyesight check
General driving or riding
Manoeuvres

Results
You’ll get a grade from A to D for each skill
you’re tested on. You’ll also get one of the
following an overall grade of gold, silver, bronze
or fail.
You’ll also be given feedback on any
faults you’ve made.
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Update your teaching or driving skills
Go to local or national meetings or
seminars
Research new vehicles for your
business
Spend time developing your business
skills
Go on formal courses
Spend time on the internet carrying
out research
Network with other driver trainers
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REGISTERING AS A PASS PLUS
INSTRUCTOR
Becoming a Pass Plus instructor will help you
generate more business by allowing you to
offer an extra service to pupils after they’ve
passed their driving test. Pass Plus helps your
pupils become safer drivers by continuing their
learning and development beyond their driving
test, teaching extra skills such as motorway
driving.
A Pass Plus course enables new drivers to
gain confidence and experience after passing
their test, including learning how to reduce the
risk of accidents. Some insurers give a discount
on insurance premiums for those who have
completed a Pass Plus course.
There’s even a number of local authorities
who will help with the costs of Pass Plus
training – they may fund 50% of your student’s
course – useful to know when marketing your
new skills as a Pass Plus instructor! Visit
gov.uk/pass-plus/local-councils-offeringdiscounts for more information.
Once you’ve become a Pass Plus instructor,
you’ll be able to start training students. This
takes at least six hours and has six modules,
covering driving:
■
■
■
■
■
■

In town
In all weathers
On rural roads
At night
On dual carriageways
On motorways

All modules should be practical sessions,
although local conditions may mean some are
theory based. Your student will normally spend
at least five and a half hours driving.
There’s no test involved, but you’ll assess
your student throughout the course and they’ll
have to reach the required standard in all
modules to pass.

FLEET DRIVER TRAINER
As an ADI, you can register as a fleet driver
trainer and you specialise in training fully
qualified drivers of fleets of cars and vans. This
will enable DVSA to provide your details to
people looking for fleet driver training, and you
can advertise yourself as a DVSA-registered
fleet driver trainer.
DIA runs courses which equip you with all
you need to apply for your DVSA fleet licence.
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As a registered fleet trainer you have the
opportunity to:
■
■
■

■
■

Generate additional income streams
Add more variety to your career as a
driver trainer
Expand your client base beyond
learner drivers to work with a range of
experienced drivers
Improve the driving habits and safety
of occupational drivers
Embark on training with some of the
UK’s most exciting and prominent
brands and companies

For more information visit driving.org/product/
dia-fleet-course

DIPLOMA IN DRIVER EDUCATION
The Diploma in Driver Education is an industrybased vocational qualification that consists of
five modules on the various aspects of a driver
trainer’s role.
These range from legal obligations and
regulations, business knowledge, a good
understanding on mechanical and vehicle
technology aspects, driving theory and teaching
knowledge.
The Diploma in Driver Education is the result
of an overhauled Diploma in Driving Instruction.
The DipDI was a long-standing, industryrecognised qualification that was a popular
choice with driver trainers and was rebranded
the DipDE to better reflect the nature of the
qualification.
Four modules are now delivered as researchbased e-learning awards with unlimited tutorial
support. To complete the teaching module,
candidates will need to complete a teaching
qualification such as the Award in Education
and Training, which has replaced PTLLS.
Alternatively, candidates must provide a valid
PTLLS certificate (five years old or less), or
other teaching qualification under recognised
prior learning. You also have the option of
providing a valid coaching qualification as an
alternative to teaching. If this is something that
you wish to do, you must check with us to see if
your qualification will be accepted.
Successful candidates have the option of
having their diploma officially presented each
year at the DIA National Conference, or other
relevant DIA event.
Visit driving.org/training-and-events/thediploma-in-driver-education
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Dual Controls

Fit the Best
Tailor made to suit most
popular cars used for driving tuition
He-Man are experts in the design, manufacture and installation of dual controls with
over 80 years manufacturing experience. The dual controls are “tailor-made” for each
make and model of car, ensuring the ideal fit and optimum performance. He-Man Dual
Controls promise quality, safety and value to driving instructors everywhere.
• Comprehensive range available from stock
• Utilises as many existing fixing points as possible
• ISO9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS18001 accredited
• Over 250,000 units sold worldwide
• As supplied to the police and other emergency services for training purposes
• Experienced network of installers across the UK

In-Car Teaching Camera
This He-Man approved in-car teaching camera with wide angle lens is an ideal teaching aid,
allowing immediate video playback of elements of a driving lesson on a smartphone or tablet.
Android and IOS compatible via a free app.

GPS Display Speedometer
This plug and play speedometer is the ideal solution for a driving instructor. No need to check
the car’s speedometer when it’s at a difficult angle or obscured by the pupil’s arm - the speed
is projected onto the passenger side of the windscreen and can be closely aligned to the speed
shown on the car’s own speedometer.

Contact He-Man on

023 8022 6952

www.he-mandualcontrols.co.uk

He-Man Dual Controls Ltd, Cable Street, Southampton, Hampshire, SO14 5AR
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Conference
convenience
THIS YEAR, THE DIA CONFERENCE IS BEING
HELD IN THREE LOCATIONS TO ENSURE AS
MANY OF YOU AS POSSIBLE CAN ATTEND

We don’t want geography to be a barrier for attendance
so this year’s DIA National Conference is actually three
conferences.
The conferences are a great source of professional development, as
they feature a selection of CPD workshops. It’s also your chance to
speak to the DVSA and ask any questions or raise any concerns you
might have.
To ensure it is as convenient as possible for ADIs all around the
country, the conferences are in three locations and on three dates:
Bristol
Driving professionals in the West Country can join the DIA at the
Holiday Inn in Bristol on 11 November.
Nottingham
The Nottingham conference will be held on 19 November at the
Nottingham Belfry.
DVSA Cardington
The final conference will be held at DVSA Cardington on
27 November.
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Each event will feature a DVSA key note
speaker and panel for Q&A, as well as a
selection of workshops.
The DIA Conference is the ideal opportunity
to catch up on the latest developments in driver
education and training, network and celebrate
ADI achievements in the annual awards
ceremony. You’ll also be able to meet the DIA
team, and visit our exhibitors.
Workshop topics are still to be confirmed, but
last year we had a wide selection of informative
subjects on offer, including drivers with diverse
needs, safeguarding, training on high speed
roads, National Standards and more.
We’d love to hear from you about what topics
are of interest. Go to https://bit.ly/30nLiqf to
fill in our survey. Currently we have the most
votes for ‘dealing with overconfidence and
underconfidence in pupils’ but let us know what
you think!
Visit driving.org/product/regional-conferences
for tickets
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Driving Instructors Association

FAULT ANALYSIS

LESSONS IN
FAILURE
OLIVIA BALDOCK-WARD STUDIES FAULT ANALYSIS DATA
FROM THE DVSA AND DISCUSSES WHAT WE CAN LEARN
FROM THE MOST COMMON CAUSES OF TEST FAILURE
Driving Instructor
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TOP 10 MOST
COMMON
REASONS FOR
A CANDIDATE
TO FAIL THE
PRACTICAL
DRIVING TEST
■ OBSERVATION AT
JUNCTIONS
■ USE OF MIRRORS
■ STEERING CONTROL
■ CONTROL WHEN
MOVING OFF

FAULT ANALYSIS

HERE IS A REAL MIXED BAG in terms of
record keeping for practical driving test results.
Some ADIs will keep their own records up-todate and make sure that they capture every test
result and any faults recorded on the DL25.
Some will keep a record of passes and fails and
some don’t do any of the above in terms of keeping a log, but have
a level of awareness of the ratio of passes and fails over a given
time period.
The DVSA has a record of every test associated with an ADI and
when an ADI licence is in the car, they will log down the number
against that test to help build a picture of where faults are more
commonly occurring and also what type of faults they are. The
DVSA has provided us with some anonymous data based on driving
test faults over a 12 month period which shows how many driving
faults, serious faults and dangerous faults have occurred against the
competencies on the DL25. They have also confirmed the top 10
most common reasons for a candidate to fail the practical driving
test in the last year (see left).
We know that there are many other causes for crashes such
as distraction due to electronic devices or passengers, speeding,
reckless driving, alcohol and drugs and tiredness, to name a few.
We also know that observations at junctions are a major cause.
In addition to this, when people drive in familiar areas, or they are
going home after work and are mentally winding down (or have
already wound down) leading to poor concentration levels, crashes
are more likely to take place. This leads to a big old insurance mess
to sort out at best, not to mention any injuries. Then comes all the
financial stuff to work out to add insult…
Having sight of the top 10 reasons for test failure does make for
interesting reading and is very useful information for trainers to have.
As a wise person once said: ‘Failure is the most common ingredient
in success’. Yes we can look at these stats and say ‘Wow, I can’t

T

■ SAFETY WHEN MOVING
OFF
■ TURNING RIGHT AT
JUNCTIONS
■ RESPONSE TO SIGNS –
TRAFFIC LIGHTS
■ RESPONSE TO SIGNS –
ROAD MARKINGS
■ NORMAL ROAD
POSITIONING
■ CONTROL WHEN
REVERSE PARKING
30
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believe this is still happening!’. Or we can all use them for the power of
good and not only be mindful of them, but take a look at our own training
methods and approaches and our pupils and ask ourselves if there is
scope for improvement.
I’ll save you the time pondering this one – there is always room for
improvement and we can all contribute to this, no matter how small our
individual contribution is.
Another layer to add is the pupil’s level of nerves during the test and
how this impacts upon their performance. Everyone is different and will
handle the associated test nerves in their own way – some handle them
well and others find the nerves getting the better of them in terms of their
thought process and decision making. Even car control can be directly
affected too with the shaky hands and knocking knees.
The DVSA DT1 is guidance for examiners carrying out driving tests.
This is this a useful document to read to get a better understanding
of examiner procedures. Section 1.08 states: “Faults are defined as
follows: a driving fault is one, which in itself is not potentially dangerous.
However, a candidate who habitually commits a driving fault in one
aspect of driving throughout the test, demonstrating an inability to deal
with certain situations, cannot be regarded as competent to pass the
test, as that fault alone must be seen as potentially dangerous.
“A serious fault is one which is potentially dangerous. A dangerous
fault is one involving actual danger to the examiner, candidate, the
general public or property. (Note: If the fault has been assessed as
dangerous then this should be marked regardless of any action taken
by the examiner). Faults should be marked with an oblique stroke in the
appropriate box.”
When we are looking at faults on test, it is clear from the top 10 that
these areas of concern exist, and so what now? Knowing that is one
thing but who does what with that information is the next question.
Continuous Professional Development (CPD) can often be overlooked
and disregarded in many industries and ours is no exception. If the task
facing ADIs here is to improve on the area of observation at junctions

for example, then we all need to review how we train our students in
this. Some of the following questions might raise a few eyebrows as
they are pretty blunt in their delivery, but all of us need to consider
them, especially now we know this information from the DVSA. What
better time is there to open up the tin and take a brave peek inside? No
matter how good your pass rate is and how much your pupils rate you
on your website reviews page, these issues still exist, so we need to be
addressing them.

“Having sight of the top 10 reasons
for test failure does make for
interesting reading and is very
useful information for trainers
to have. As a wise person once
said: ‘Failure is the most common
ingredient in success’”

NATIONAL AVERAGE FAULT MARKINGS
FOR ALL DRIVING TEST CANDIDATES
Year

Average
Driver Faults

Average
Serious Faults

Average
Dangerous Faults

2018/19

5.55

0.85

0.09

2017/18

5.74

0.86

0.09

2016/17

5.84

0.87

0.08

2015/16

5.90

0.87

0.08

2014/15

5.93

0.88

0.08

Driving Instructor
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HERE ARE A FEW QUESTIONS
ON WHICH TO REFLECT
ARE WE ALLOCATING ENOUGH TIME TO ENSURING OBSERVATION AT JUNCTIONS IS
GIVEN ALL THE ATTENTION IT DESERVES?
IS THIS GETTING OVERSHADOWED BY OTHER ASPECTS OF THE LESSON?
ARE WE FEELING THE PRESSURE FROM THE PUPIL/PARENTS TO GET TO THE TEST AS
QUICKLY AND WITH AS FEW LESSONS AS POSSIBLE?
ARE WE TAKING THE TIME TO WORK THOUGH ALL ASPECTS OF OBSERVATION AT
JUNCTIONS?
ARE WE TRAINING OUR PUPILS TO USE OTHER SENSES AS WELL AS JUST LOOKING?
ARE WE TRAINING THEM TO LISTEN?
DO THEY HAVE PROPER CAR CONTROL SKILLS TO CREEP AND PEEP IMPROVING
VISION, NOT CRAWL AND STALL?
ARE THEY ARE AWARE OF SIGHT LINES AND RESTRICTIONS AND DO THEY USE
REFLECTIONS WHERE SIGHTLINES ARE RESTRICTED, FOR EXAMPLE?
HAVE YOU TAKEN THE TIME TO DISCUSS ALL ASPECTS OF OBSERVATION AT
JUNCTIONS AND GOT YOUR PUPIL’S INPUT? HAVE YOU GIVEN THEM ENOUGH TIME TO
THINK, ASK QUESTIONS AND REFLECT?
HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT OTHER WAYS OF GETTING A LEARNING POINT ACROSS?
DO YOU KNOW THEIR PREFERRED LEARNING STYLE TO BEST CATER FOR THIS?

I imagine you will say yes to most of these, if not all, however the
issue of observations at junctions remains in the top 10 reasons for test
failure and so something isn’t right somewhere. This is where the power
of CPD can help and so have you considered a way of reviewing your
training approaches to this subject? Is there another way of getting the
points across that you are not sure will work or not? If there are then give
the ADI helpdesk a call and we’ll discuss it with you! Sometimes even
parking the car and walking to a junction to observe it from a certain
angle can be the breakthrough you are looking for and yes, you can use
this approach as long as you consider the safety of you and your pupil at
all times. It might seem a little out of the box thinking, but that can be a
good thing and this is sometimes needed. If something isn’t working then
you have two choices – throw more time, energy and resource at it, and
if that doesn’t work then something’s gotta give and so you need to do
something different. This applies to most things in life and isn’t trainingspecific necessarily but it is worth bearing in mind.
Other ways of getting another perspective on what you are doing
is to get another trainer to sit in and review your training and/or get a
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dashcam that faces inwards (as well as outwards) so you can review and
critique your own performance. This is really a great thing to do as we
ADIs generally work in isolation from our peers, so need that important
interaction with each other. This can be a little uncomfortable on one
hand as no one likes to feel judged but we need to be for our standards
checks anyway and our training is always under the spotlight when we
take a pupil for test, so think of it that way!
When ADIs conduct mock tests, they can be harsher with marking
and grading of driving faults than DVSA examiners and with this in
mind, maybe speak to a colleague to review what you do, and you
can reciprocate. It will add another element to the car on a lesson and
change the dynamic.
This is good exposure for not only you and the observing ADI but also
the pupil. Of course you will need to keep your pupil informed and gain
their permission for this as it is their driving lesson after all but it’s worth
exploring to ensure you are providing tip top training. Now you are aware
of the top 10, these are areas to really put under your own spotlight even
more.
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ITH THE SUMMER HOLIDAYS arriving it’s high time you
and your loved ones had some fun and cashed in on Plus
membership’s exclusive perks. Make some memories with
day trips, nights out and experiences.
Plus members are automatically enrolled in PlayPass membership
and can also access wider benefits through our partner PG Mutual as a
member of their income protection scheme.
With PlayPass, explore a whole range of fantastic savings and
benefits on things like motoring, breakdown recovery, insurance
and finance, days out, food and drink, travel essentials, plus UK and
overseas breaks as well as great ideas and advice on things to do in
your free time! Check the website regularly for deals.
There’s more! Through PG Mutual, our partner in providing income
protection, you have free access to our fantastic member benefits
scheme which provides access to a whole range of discounts/
cashbacks and offers on popular brands and services such as Currys
PC World, M&S, Virgin Active, Fiat and Energylinx.
Got FOMO because you’re not yet a Plus member? Upgrade now
and reap the rewards. New and upgrading members will also receive
a welcome gift of an HD Action Camera so you can capture your
memories.
DIA Plus members not only benefit from an income protection policy
paying a monthly cash sum should they be unable to work through illness
or injury (and an extra end of life benefit which pays £10,000 cash and six
months income protection benefit to your loved ones in the event of your
death). Plus membership also includes quite a lot of fun stuff for you and
your family that you can enjoy any time.

Make sure you check both the PlayPass and PG Mutual websites
regularly for details of specific deals but here’s a taster of what you
could be enjoying this summer:
Ä
Ä

Ä
Ä
Ä

Ä
Ä
Ä

Ä

Up to 40% off cinema tickets nationwide
Save up to 60% on the best theatre deals in the UK, including
London. Alongside our discount theatre tickets, PlayPass
members receive an extra 10% off. It’s not just cheap theatre
tickets, there’s also deals on exhibitions, shows, tours,
attractions and more.
Sail away to Spain and France for less. Save up to 7% on
crossings with Brittany Ferries
Holiday lodge and chalet breaks – save 5% on your next
holiday with Hoseasons
Save up to £350 per room with Warner Leisure. Enjoy a
choice of accommodation catering exclusively for adults. Plus
save an extra £10 per person per stay
Butlins Breaks. Plus Members – save an extra £20 on the
best prices at Butlins.
Save 10% with Super Break in the UK, Europe and beyond
Virgin Experiences. Members save 20% with Virgin
Experience Days. Inspirational gift ideas are what Virgin
Experiences do best with a fantastic selection of over 2000
experiences.
Airport parking and perks – members can save up to 70%
with Holiday Extras on airport parking, hotels and lounges.

For more information on PlayPass visit myplaypass.co.uk

To join DIA Plus, visit driving.org/join

To upgrade to DIA Plus, visit driving.org/upgrade

Promotional code: plusperks

Promotional code: plusperks
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DRIVING
SCHOOL
DASH-CAMS
ALEC GIES ADI EXPLAINS WHY USING DASH-CAMS IN YOUR
INSTRUCTOR CAR IS SO USEFUL
HEN I WAS A KID, I
couldn’t even have dreamed
of the technology packed
into the average car on
the market today. Even my
humble driving school car, a
Citroen C4 Cactus, has more gadgets than
some of the more luxury cars I’ve owned.
The Citroen has satellite navigation built
into a screen on the dashboard, along with a
reversing camera, Bluetooth connectivity for
audio streaming and handsfree phone-calls,
as well as ABS, airbags, electric windows,
and many other features designed to protect
both occupants and pedestrians.
Today, cars have never been safer, more
helpful for the driver – or more distracting.
As an ADI, it’s my responsibility to teach my
pupils how to drive without being distracted
by all the gadgets, and how to develop their
necessary driving skills without depending on
all the gadgets.
Since gadgets have been incorporated
within newer car models, thankfully our
windscreens have become less cluttered,
which is always a problem for driving
instructors.
We have those two extra mirrors on the
passenger’s side of the windscreen, so
that we can see everything that’s going on.
A few years ago, you might also have had
your sat-nav stuck on the windscreen, along
with a mount for your mobile phone. Some
of you still might have this setup. I saw an
instructor’s car just last week that had a
sat-nav stuck to the windscreen.
Which brings me to the latest trend for
new in-car technology, one that actually does
make sense for ADIs: dash-cams.

W
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You don’t need your phone clamped to the
windscreen during a driving lesson but having
a video and audio recording of everything that
happened in that lesson could be incredibly
valuable.
At the moment though, adding a dashcam
to the mix means even more windscreen
clutter.
Dashcams were first popularised in Russia
and the former Soviet countries, where the
standard of driving is, shall we say, variable.
You can sit and watch eastern European
dashcam footage for hours that would make
your hair curl.
They’ve since become popular in the
UK and other western countries, capturing
pile-ups, near-misses, feats of bravery and
stupidity, and all kinds of road rage.
I like to make use of dashcam technology in
my instructor car for several reasons:

1

CAPTURING NEAR
MISSES
I run a driving school, so footage of stupid
manoeuvres and near misses helps me:
■ As a teaching aid to my pupils.
■ Market my business online.

2

REVIEWING THE PUPIL’S DRIVING
DECISIONS
With video playback in the vehicle, I can
replay footage of a manoeuvre a pupil has just
practised, or a failure to observe a hazard,
and review it with them.
By showing them what they didn’t see
while operating the vehicle, they might learn
from it for next time.

3

PROTECT MYSELF FROM
CRASH-FOR-CASH SCAMS
Insurance scams are today, sadly, big
business for fraudsters. That makes driving
instructors an easy target.
Would the insurance company believe a
driver with a spotless record who claimed
your learner driver rear-ended them? Or
would the insurer believe your version of
events, that the car actually reversed into you
deliberately?
Dashcam footage would eliminate any
debate over liability.

4

PROTECT MYSELF
PROFESSIONALLY
Today we have to not only act professionally,
we have to be seen to act professionally.
We have to be mindful of how we talk to our
pupils and conduct ourselves with them.
With a sensible data retention policy of,
say, three months, both the instructor and the
pupil can be reassured by continual recording
of all lessons.

5

THE LAST ONE IS MY
WISHLIST
Sadly, DVSA rules state that no recording
device may be activated in the vehicle during
the driving test, without prior approval from
the Agency.
That’s a shame because the best marketing
I could have for my driving school, apart
from my pupils’ testimonials, would be the
numerous clips of them all celebrating as
they’re told the good news by their examiners
after passing their tests.
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Many vehicles already have recorders with
multiple cameras installed, such as taxis,
buses and coaches, so ideally, I’d want to
have four cameras running:
■■ Windscreen, facing forward
■■ Rear screen, facing backwards
■■ The two A-pillars, recording the driver
and passenger
This brings us to the challenges of doing
dash-cams the right way.
First of all, there’s the already covered
issue of windscreen clutter. We’re supposed
to be professional driving instructors, so
surely the last thing we should be doing is
cluttering up the forward view with a sat-nav,
a mobile phone mount, a dash-cam with four
cameras and those two extra mirrors.
The car industry eventually caught up
with mobile phones, sat-navs and reversing
cameras, incorporating all that technology
within the vehicle and clearing up the
windscreen. Eventually they’ll catch up on
dash-cams too.
Doesn’t it make sense to have four
cameras discreetly installed in the vehicle in
the factory?
Wouldn’t it be useful to provide audio and
video recording in each vehicle as standard?
Wouldn’t insurance companies and drivers
alike appreciate an aeroplane-style black-box
recording of all readings and driver actions,
kept alongside the audio and video footage?
The cost of incorporating the tech into
new vehicles in the factory, if standardised,
would be far less than the cost of retro-fitting
anything with similar functionality.
Factory-fitting would also practically hide
the cameras altogether within the car interior.
Until car manufacturers install a smart
camera setup as standard, driving instructors
have three basic options available to them:
1. A dash-cam mounted on a suction
cup on the windscreen. Optionally,
a rear camera can also be installed

and the cable run to the dash-cam to
record both front and rear footage.
2. A dash-cam glued to the windscreen.
This is less likely to wobble and drop
off, however if you lease your vehicle,
you may not want to do this. Some
of these models also come with the
option for an additional rear camera.
3. Discreet mounted cameras and a
hidden recorder. This is what I’m
considering for my next instructor
car. I’ll have four discreet cameras
as I’ve described, along with a small
recorder, about the size of a CD
changer, mounted in the boot. For
playback, I might install an LCD
screen on the underside of my parcel
shelf, or look for a recorder with
wireless playback on a tablet.
The third option, my personal preference,
is the most complicated option by far. It
requires professional installation, which some
instructors can do for themselves if, like me,
they don’t mind getting their hands dirty.
The challenge isn’t the installation so
much as the technology itself. Windscreen
mounted dash-cams have been made very
consumer-friendly and easy to operate. The
same cannot be said for the sort of fourcamera recorders I’ve been looking at. New
technology will always be buggy until a
sufficient number of users have worked with
the developers to iron out those bugs.
Unfortunately, the market for driving
instructors installing four-way cameras and
recorders is much smaller than the domestic
dash-cam market. That makes it even more
important that you provide feedback to the
manufacturers and suppliers on possible
improvements. It also means that the market
is open for a manufacturer who wants to
develop what drivers want from the next
generation in technology.
Whatever dash-cam you decide to use,
and however you use the footage, there’s

one thing you might have overlooked. As a
business, and not just a private road user,
you should be registered under the Data
Protection Act.
All businesses that operate CCTV need
to comply with the Act regarding data
integrity, data retention, have a designated
Data Protection Officer, and have a clearly
displayed sign about the CCTV. Driving
schools with dash-cams are no different.
Now of course, I’m not a lawyer and that
does not constitute legal advice. You should
double check the Data Protection Act for
yourself, though it’s really nothing onerous.
I’ll be registering myself before I install my
cameras and recorder.
The other thing to remember if you choose
a discrete installation as I am, is that you
cannot record the driving tests. Since dashcams – and especially hidden recorders – are
designed to record continuously, I need to
fit some sort of override switch, so that I can
switch off the recorder for the test, and then
turn it back on again.
The override could be as simple as an
easily disconnected terminal block in the
boot, or a switch on that circuit that could
be fitted alongside the recorder. Or, if I really
want to be smart, I could fit the override
switch somewhere in the cabin of the car, for
example the glovebox.
With it being so simple to switch the
recorder off and then on again, the problem
will be my remembering to do it. It’s one more
item for the checklist! Yet it must be done if
I want my driving school to be ahead of the
game.
I’m looking forward to using the video in my
lessons and marketing for my driving school.
It’s an easy win. It could be for you too.
Alec Gies is the owner of Driving
Memories Driving School, based in
Borehamwood, Herts.
www.drivingmemories.com
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A Driving Instructors
Association Service

Navigating the
tax network for you
From Only £20 per month
including VAT, equivalent of £240 per year
DIA Plus members: £20 | DIA members: £25 | Non-members: £30

80% of tax
service
members
would
recommend
the DIA Tax
Service to
other ADIs

80%

90%
of tax
service
members
find the
DIA Tax
Service
saves
them
time

70%
of tax
service
members
find the
DIA Tax
Service
good
value for
money

90%
of tax
service
members
find the
DIA Tax
Service
easy to
use

70%

driving.org/taxservice
020 8686 8010
Survey conducted August 2015, based on current DIA Tax Service users. Terms and conditions apply
For non-VAT-registered sole traders, (VAT-registered or Ltd companies price on application). Prices correct at time of going to press.
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GOODWOOD FESTIVAL OF SPEED

SPEED KINGS
AND SUPER CARS
KATHY MANSON ATTENDS THE FIRST DAY OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS
GOODWOOD FESTIVAL OF SPEED
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HE GOODWOOD
FESTIVAL OF SPEED
describes itself as
“motorsport’s ultimate
summer garden party, an
intoxicating celebration of
the world’s most glamorous sport. Nowhere
else will you get so close to the cars and
bikes as they blast up the Hillclimb track;
nowhere else will you enjoy such unrestricted
access to the machines and the drivers who
made them famous.”
As a first-time visitor and a car admirer,
rather than expert, it was a fun and fascinating
experience, and there was certainly plenty
of glamour. There was so much to see, from
exquisite vintage cars and powerful racers,
to motorbikes of all shapes and sizes and
manufacturers’ latest models.
There was plenty to do as well, with cars
racing round the tracks, stalls to visit, and
a wide variety of food to enjoy, as well as
champagne bars for those (unlike me) that
weren’t working!
The setting is magnificent, with the glorious
grounds playing host to all of the action, as
well as views of stunning Goodwood House.
Some of the manufacturers set up within the
garden and stable area of the house, which
made an interesting mix of old and new.

T

HISTORY
The first Festival of Speed, held in 1993, was
aimed at bringing motorsport back to the
historically important venue of Goodwood
House, West Sussex. The house dates
from 1600 and is the home of the Duke and
Duchess of Richmond.
The first event was held in a paddock open
to all, and a Hillclimb that made its way to the
top of Goodwood Park. The event now has
150,000 visitors annually.
SPEED KINGS
This year’s theme was Speed Kings
– Motorsport’s Record Breakers, and
it celebrated all areas of outstanding
achievement in racing, taking-in everything
from land speed record cars to the fastest
racetrack monsters.
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On display were vintage cars from every
decade, a variety of racing cars, including
Formula 1 and Nascar, and record breakers.
Manufacturers displayed their new models
on luxury stands, often with racing games or
other fun diversions to entertain visitors.
As well as everything for the eyes, there’s
plenty for the ears as well. The sound of fast
cars being revved up echoes around the
huge site, and there’s plenty of racing around
the track to keep you entertained all day. Not
all cars make noise of course, as I discovered
to my peril when I was nearly run over by an
electric car!
For 2019, the festival site added a new
Arena area with a range of action-packed
displays. Michelin’s Supercar Paddock was
a great spot, and featured a Koenigsegg
Jesko and Dendrobium D-1 electric hypercar
among many others.
The supercar paddock competition for the
2019 Showstopper was won by the Charge
Auto Mustang. The result is a first for the
paddock, which has never had a pure electric
vehicle taking the prize.
Goodwood’s Future Lab and the First
Glance Paddock, showed off the most
innovative technologies from the worlds
of aerospace, robotics and autonomous
transport, along with the latest offerings from
the world’s automotive manufacturers.
I love vintage cars so, for me, the Style et
Luxe on the Cartier Lawn was a highlight of
the show. It is the finest concours d’elegance
(competition of elegance for prestigious
vehicles) in the world, where the most
beautiful cars are presented in exceptional
condition. The top car is judged by a panel of
experts, which this year included model David
Gandy and Game of Thrones actor Liam
Cunningham.
Every car on display was a showstopper;
the most beautiful selection of rare vintage
cars, unique automotive design, perfectly
preserved.
CLASSIC BRITISH MOTORING ON DAY 1
The Duke of Richmond driving a prototype of
the much-loved Land Rover Defender up the
Hill officially opened the event.

There was uproar when Land Rover
discontinued the Defender in 2016, and now
the company has reimagined it for 2020.
This was a chance for everyone to get a first
glimpse of the updated version, though it was
wrapped in camouflage.
The Duke of Richmond said: “Few vehicles
in the world can claim to be an icon, but
that’s the only way to describe the Land
Rover Defender. It’s extremely close to my
heart and a vehicle that I’ve had a close
connection with over the decades, so to be
able to open this year’s Festival of Speed by
driving it up the Hill was a real privilege.”
Land Rover chief engineer, Mike Cross,
is the man responsible for the driving
characteristics of the new Defender. He said:
“The new Defender will redefine breadth of
capability for the 21st Century, combining
unrivalled off-road ability with assured and
engaging on-road dynamics. I am really
excited to be putting it to the test on the Hill.”
The new Defender had just returned
from field testing in Kenya with wildlife
conservation charity Tusk, to highlight the
decline in lion populations in Africa as part of
its Year of the Lion initiative.
A CELEBRATION OF ASTON MARTIN
Aston Martin took centre stage on day one,
with a fireworks and music display to mark
the 70th anniversary of Aston Martin’s first
race at Goodwood. A huge array of Aston
Martins were parked by Goodwood House,
as colourful fireworks were released in time to
some rousing British orchestral anthems.
Cars from throughout the Aston Martin’s
long history in motor sport joined many of the
marque’s most evocative road cars to take
the salute.
Designed by artist Gerry Judah, there
was a 31-metre commemorative sculpture
outside Goodwood House which paid tribute
to Aston Martin’s 70-year racing legacy at
Goodwood. The giant converging steel arcs
are crowned by an Aston Martin DBR1, the
car in which Sir Stirling Moss won the 1959
RAC Tourist Trophy at Goodwood, sealing
the World Sportscar Championship.
Among the Aston Martin models presented
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in the ceremony were six unique ‘Vantage
Heritage Racing Editions’. Each one honours
a famous race car from Aston Martin’s history.
Aston Martin’s racing prowess was also on
show in the form of the DBR1, celebrating 60
years since it competed in Le Mans in 2019,
and the DBR4, Aston Martin’s original Grand
Prix car. The Vantage GTE model which
competed at Le Mans last month was also on
show.
Models from Aston Martin’s upcoming
range were also part of the parade including
the DBX, the company’s first SUV.
CAR LAUNCHES
Supercar brand, De Tomaso debuted its
brand new P72 model on the first day. As
the marque celebrates its 60th anniversary,
new Hong Kong-based owners Ideal
Venture revealed that its new model has
been designed to pay homage to De
Tomaso’s 1960s P70 prototype racer, built in
partnership with Carroll Shelby.
De Tomaso general manager, Ryan Berris,
said: “We wanted to tell the untold story of
the De Tomaso brand with this car, reviving
a part of its history that hardly anyone knows
existed. De Tomaso has always been built on
six pillars – among them are racing, passion
and beautiful European design and these
have been the inspiration for this car.

GOODWOOD FESTIVAL OF SPEED

HILLCLIMB
The 2019 event also marked 20 years since
Nick Heidfeld claimed the outright hillclimb
record at the wheel of the McLaren MP4/13,
covering the 1.16-mile course in 41.6
seconds. His record was beaten this year by
Volkswagen’s all-electric I.D. R Pikes Peak
racer with a time of 39.9s, driven by two-time
Le Mans 24 Hours-winner Romain Dumas.
The all-electric ID.R produces 500kW
(670bhp) and 650Nm of torque. It can
accelerate from 0-62mph in 2.25 seconds,
topping out at 168mph.
Motorsport director Sven Smeets from
Volkswagen said: “The Goodwood Festival
of Speed Hillclimb is one of the most iconic
Hillclimbs in the world. The track is so narrow
and difficult to master, with zero room for
error. Dumas and the whole Volkswagen team
performed flawlessly to set the record.
“A change is taking place in the field
of production vehicles and in motorsport.
Electric cars are becoming increasingly more
powerful and it’s great to see them now
rivalling combustion engines on track.”
TRIBUTE TO MICHAEL SCHUMACHER
Michael Schumacher’s wife, Corinna, was on
hand as Goodwood celebrated the seventime Formula One World Champion in the
year he turns 50.

With 2019 also being the 25th anniversary
of his first F1 World Championship, the
special tribute saw a grid of cars that
spanned Schumacher’s career, including
every one of his title-winning Ferraris.
Corinna was joined by Michael’s former
Ferrari team principal, Jean Todt, and Luca
di Montezemolo, former Chairman of Ferrari,
along with the Duke of Richmond.
Also on hand were other luminaries from
Michael’s career, including Ross Brawn and
1996 World Champion Damon Hill.
Ross Brawn said: “He just had everything
– he raised the level of what a professional
racing driver should be; he set new standards.”
Damon Hill, whose 1994 rivalry with
Schumacher ended with the fateful coming
together in Adelaide that handed Michael
his first World Championship, said: “Lewis
is catching up, but there’s a long way to go
before anyone can equal Michael’s record
and there’s no question that the guy had the
most outstanding ability as a racing driver. He
had the qualities you need – ruthlessness,
talent, concentration and dedication.”
Michael Schumacher’s seven F1 World
Championships remain unrivalled and he still
holds 20 F1 records.
With the theme of ‘Speed Kings –
Motorsport’s Record-Breakers’, there could
hardly be a more fitting tribute.

MORGAN PLUS SIX

RACING AT THE ARENA

DE TOMASO P72

ROLLS ROYCE DAWN

1930 BENTLEY
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EDITORIAL | CONFIDENT DRIVERS

FIRST LESSON

NERVES

KEV AND TRACEY FIELD FROM CONFIDENT DRIVERS SHARE THIS MONTH’S
STRESS-BUSTING TIPS, THIS TIME FOR STUDENTS HAVING THEIR FIRST LESSON

D

IFFERENT LEVELS OF stress, anxiety
and nerves come into effect at different
stages of learning to drive. On or
before a first lesson a student’s nerves
may be related to the unknown, assumptions or
preconceptions if they have never driven before.
In these cases, the nervous response is created
by thought processes (rather than an automatic
response to something that has happened suddenly
in the environment).
We all have a mental database of information
about all sorts of different things including driving,
based on our past experience, other people’s
driving, things others have said. This information
can even be unrelated to driving but be about
something else such as their past experience of
learning new things. These databases of information
(schemas) influence how we respond and react
and because they are personal to each individual,
they explain why different students respond in
completely different ways. Luckily, these mental
databases are not fixed and will change in relation
to new information, knowledge and experiences.
Not only is your learner facing the prospect of
learning new skills, but they also have to learn how
to get along with their new driving instructor who
they will be sitting in the car with for the next hour!
Starting with some simple coaching questions is
a good way to build rapport and reassure your
student. They may also help you to gauge your
student’s confidence levels so that you can tailor
their lessons to them and keep them between their
comfort and stretch zones for their first lesson.
This ensures that all the new information being
processed in their mental database about learning
to drive is positive

?
?Possible?Coaching
?
Questions
?
?
? ?
?
Where would you like to start?
With this question, you are allowing the learner to be in control, and it
can help you find out about any fears or thoughts that may be creating
nerves as well as helping them stay in their comfort zone.
To make today’s lesson a success, what would you need to do?
What would you like to say to mum and dad (partner, best friend)
that you did today? Both versions of this question begin to get your
learner visualising the first lesson as a success as well as helping them
set their first driving goal. The answer to this question will vary from
student to student but listening to their response and planning how to
achieve that success (either in this or future lessons depending on how
ambitious it is) builds rapport, helps the student feel in control, listened
to and motivated to achieve their first driving goal, building confidence
at the same time.
What might stop you from achieving this?
This question allows the student to express their worries about the
lesson which gives you the opportunity to address that and adapt the
lesson accordingly.

USING IMAGERY

Hopefully, by the end of your first lesson, your student has experienced some small successes or even achieved their first driving goal. These
small successes can be the foundation blocks to building their driving confidence. If you have time to reflect with your student at the end of the
lesson, ask them to mentally replay these mini wins as short mind movies and encourage them to replay them regularly before their next lesson as
homework. We have what is called a ‘negativity bias’ which means we find it far easier to remember what went wrong rather than what went well.
Research shows that if we can remind ourselves of our successes, we feel more confident. It might take some effort but starting this positive habit
from the first driving lesson onwards will make imagining success at a driving test much easier.

OTHER TECHNIQUES

If a student mentions that they are feeling nervous reassure them that feeling nervous is actually beneficial as it helps them to keep concentrating
and pay attention to what they are doing – exactly how every driver should be. Also, ask them if it could be that they are actually excited or feeling
ready for action, this simple perception change can make a difference making them feel ready as opposed to frozen. If they need help to manage
their nerves suggest that they breathe out through pursed lips as if blowing out a candle. This slows down their outbreath and calms the body.
For more tips and ideas visit www.confidentdrivers.co.uk
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Enjoy a better supported and
more profitable business
Sign up for a RED Brand Franchise and benefit from an
unbeatable package to drive your business forward:
 Bring Your Own Car

Bring your own car or benefit from our
exclusive Renault Clio leasing deal.

 Our Premium Hourly Rate
Earns You More

Learner demand means RED instructors
enjoy the best hourly rates. Your learners
can use our Road Brain Trainer for free,
helping them be safer drivers.

 Maximised Earnings with
Unlimited Quality Learner Supply
New RED instructors average 17+ new
pupils in their first 4 weeks, supplied by
RED’s fast-start marketing programme.

 Reliable, Consistent Income
with Quality Prepaid Pupils

Over 80% of our customers pre-pay we collect their fees so you get paid
on time, every time.

 Achieve Your Full Potential

RED instructors can train to become
Fleet Trainers and also move on to join
our first-class Instructor Training Team.

 Customers love RED

Read the latest independent reviews
our service on Trust Pilot

 Outstanding Business Support

Our Instructor Support Team are always
on hand to help improve your business.

For full details and to find out more:
Call us now on 0330 332 2689
Email franchisee.recruitment@go-red.co.uk
or visit reddrivingschool.com/franchise
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TRAINING
FEATURE

FLEXIBLE
PLANNING
JAMES WHALEN DISCUSSES
HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY
IMPLEMENT CPD ACTIVITIES
INTO EVERYDAY TRAINING
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OR THE ISSUE 11, 2018
edition of Driving Instructor
I wrote about the benefits
of engaging in continuing
professional development
(CPD). The message of the
article was that, although I had a wide range
of qualifications and experience, there was
always something more to learn.
This is especially true when you consider
that driver trainers are involved in two very
complicated skills – teaching and driving –
and it would be reasonable to suggest that a
lot of people underestimate the degree of skill
required to be successful at either.
When you consider that the way people
are trained to be driving instructors leaves a
lot of gaps, both in the breadth of knowledge
required and skills that need to be used, it
becomes clear that CPD is a must if you wish
to be one of the better instructors in your
area. When the editor said this issue would
have CPD as a theme and that she knew I
had written about the topic recently I had a
think and felt it would make sense to focus on
how to successfully implement CPD activities
into everyday training.
After attending a course, completing an
online learning module, doing some research
or having some training in the car it would
be unrealistic to expect the new material to
naturally happen during lessons. To effectively
implement what you have learnt from the CPD
you need to deliberately plan how you are
going to fit it in to your training.
Instructors who have attended courses on
classroom teaching will be aware of session
plans and schemes of work. A session plan
refers to one lesson and a scheme of work
relates to a course and shows the logical
progression across the session plans.
Putting a lot more time into lesson
planning will also help to address the lack
of embedding theory in driving lessons that
research has shown instructors often fail to
do effectively.
When I attended classroom teaching
courses in the late 2000s there was a
lot of emphasis on embedding functional
skills (Maths, English and ICT) into session
plans as it had been found at colleges and
universities that young people were poor at
applying the knowledge they had learnt from
doing their GCSEs.
As well as ensuring the theory is linked

to the practical skills during your lesson
planning it is important to consider how you
will transfer the relevant concepts for different
learning styles and levels of experience/
expertise so that you’re ready to deliver the
lesson to a variety of people.
When I have a new pupil their first lesson
is for 90 minutes rather than an hour (but as a
bit of a promotion it is charged as an hour) to
ensure it is effective.
If you have a person who has not driven
before there is a bit more time to ensure they
have experienced driving and have carried out
a few skills.
When assessing a person who has already
done some driving it gives them more time
to settle in and you are more likely to be able
to address an issue or introduce a new topic
so that they can experience how you would
teach them something new.
The novice driver session plan shown in
figure 1 on the next page shows the start of
a lesson for a client who has never driven
before. There are some examples in this
session plan of how I have implemented CPD
into the session plan, the details of which will
be outlined below.
Below the aim and objective boxes
there are seven columns (figure 1): timing,
objectives/learning outcomes, resources,
references, teacher/trainer activities, learner
activities and assessment. The timing will
need to be fairly flexible to cater for where
people live, their ability, what they have done
before, etc. It is better to have more in a
session plan than you usually require for a
session with someone.
If you do run out of items on a session
plan, though it is unlikely, you can always
start the next session plan. Alternatively,
you could reduce the amount of help you’re
giving someone or increase the difficulty
level (eg, move onto hill starts or increase the
number of gears being selected the first time
someone drives a car).
The resources column refers to what you
will need to run a session so that you have
to hand what is needed and can cater for a
variety of learners. The references column
lists pages in printed publications, handouts,
websites, etc, as well as linking to the
National Standards, SC1, etc.
Once you have run the session a few
times you will have probably memorised
some of the references – Highway Code rule
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numbers for example. If you say “rule 148 of
the Highway code refers to parking at night”
and get out the Highway Code and then
flick straight to the topic you are covering,
your clients will be impressed at your level
of knowledge. Quickly finding a page in a
book (such as the Driving Manual) to find the
diagram or advice you wish to highlight also
saves time on the lesson as well as adding to
the professional image.
The teacher/trainer activities column lists
training interventions that will be relevant
to the topic and in the session plan shown
on the next page (figure 1) there are four
examples where I have implemented new
ideas gained from undertaking CPD.
The learner activities column outlines what
you are expecting the client to do during the
session and the final column, assessment,
shows how the client’s performance will be
assessed. Usually this will be fairly informal
(such as Q&A or self-reflection) but there are
often times that a more formal assessment
is appropriate (eg using scaling to assess
progress to help set goals and making a
written record of the plan).
At the bottom of the teacher/trainer
activities are four examples of how I have
changed teaching the cockpit drill due to
CPD. The first: “Use open questions to help
client problem solve how to set themselves
up” is the result of using more coaching
methods while training drivers. I used to just
tell people how to move the seat etc, but now
I usually start with a question like “What do
you think you need to do to get ready to drive
the car?”.
Two advantages of this approach are that
it initialises a two-way conversation in which
you are not teaching someone something
they already know, and the client is more
engaged in the learning process making the
acquisition of new knowledge more effective.
The second ‘boot scenario’ starts to
address the higher levels of the GDE
matrix and introduces the concept of risk
management.
I usually say to my client: “Imagine that
you’re out with some friends and one of
them puts something in the boot but does
not close it properly. The boot comes open,
things fly out and there’s an incident. Who
will the police be asking the awkward
questions to?”. The pupil will answer “me”,
and you can quickly outline what the term
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Figure 1: Novice driver session plan
Teacher/trainer: James Whalen

Room: In-car

Date:

Course/topic: Cockpit drill, controls, moving off, stopping, gears

Time:

Duration: 90 minutes

Aim: To introduce driving to a complete novice with the car being driven by the client as much as possible.
Objective: The client will have an understanding of the controls, will be able to get a comfortable driving position and have carried out
moving off, clutch control, stopping and possibly gear changing with the appropriate level of help from the trainer.
Timing

Objectives/
learning
outcomes

Resources

References

Teacher/trainer
activities

15 mins

To greet client
and drive them
to an appropriate
location

Diary, sat nav,
paperwork
(appointment
card, progress
chart, etc)

National
Standards role 6,
unit 1

Test their eyesight

Another car at
least 20 metres
away

Highway Code
rule 92

Ask a few
questions
about the client,
including some
about driving
related activities
they have done
(eg can they ride
a bike?)

Check driving
licence

Progress chart

Highway Code
annex 3

Fill in client’s
details on their
progress report

Cockpit drill

Training
car, books,
pictures, videos,
demonstration,
Q/A

Driving, the
essential skills,
page 86

Use open
questions help
client problem
solve how to set
themselves up

10 mins

Driving, the
essential skills,
page 47
Highway Code,
rules 99-102,
HC rule 97

Learner activities Assessment

Read number
plate in good
lighting conditions

Observation

Answer and ask
questions, adjust
seat, steering
wheel and mirrors
as required

Observation,
Q&A,
progress
chart

Boot scenario
Responsibility for
passengers
Mobile phones,
etc

being in charge means.
This leads into the next two items in the
column. By asking: “Let’s say you’re out with
a friend and you’ve got their children in your
car. Whose responsibility is it that they have
the correct seats and wear their restraints
properly?”. They will respond that it will be
theirs since they are the driver and you can
then finish that section of the cockpit drill by
saying: “What about mobile phones or other
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devices, what should you do with them before
driving?”.
This also gives you a chance to set the
ground rules for phones in the car during
driving lessons. I always mention that mine
will be turned off so their lesson is not
disturbed but we still have it in the car in case
we have a problem with the car or we come
across an incident and have to contact the
emergency services.

You can also mention that modern smart
phones are useful for getting photographs if
they’re involved in a collision as the third party
often changes their story when reporting the
incident to their insurance company.
I have found that making these changes to
teaching the cockpit drill have not increased
the time it takes to cover the topic during a
client’s first lesson, and they set the tone for
how future topics will be taught. It also makes
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Figure 2: Scheme of work
Course Qualification: Introduction to driving
No of sessions: Five

Group: One to one in-car training

Total guided learning hours: 5

Level: Novice

Venue: Nursery routes near client’s house

Aim: To introduce clients to driving and approaching basic junctions
Lessons/
topics

Objectives/learning
outcomes

Activities and
resources

Assessment

One

To introduce driving to a complete
novice with the car being
driven by the client as much as
possible

Controls, cockpit drill, moving off and
stopping, introduce gear changing.
Diary, sat nav, paperwork (appointment
card, progress chart, etc), scenarios

Observation, Q&A, feedback, selfreflection, progress chart

Two

To continue introducing basic skills
required to move the car

Hill starts (up and down), gear
changing, pull push steering

Three

To introduce approaching junctions,
scanning for information and using
routines on the approach

Advance information, turning left and
right (major to minor)

Four

To cover emerging from junctions
using a variety of different types

Emerging (eg open, closed,
obstructions, t-junctions, y-junctions),
shapes of signs, blind spots at the front
of the car

Five

To finish introducing basic junctions,
discuss, and possibly negotiate,
unusual junctions (eg the right-hand
lane going ahead at crossroads)

Crossroads and roundabouts, including
approaching from different directions,
and mini roundabouts where possible

teaching less repetitive as the flow of the
conversation will vary in the order that things
are introduced, and clients will ask more
questions or give examples of things they
have seen people do or heard them say.
To complete the session plan shown here
(figure 1) you would need to work through all
the other topics you are likely to cover on a
client’s first lesson.
For a lesson where so much new
information is being introduced a
comprehensive session plan will be several
pages long. To see where topics fit in overall,
a scheme of work like the one shown below
(figure 2) would be used to plan a logical
progression and ensure new subjects
are introduced that have had the relevant
supporting skills already put in place (eg
clutch control on the first lesson prepares
the pupil for emerging from junctions with
obstructions on their third lesson).

Introducing topics varies more once the
basics are beginning to be mastered. This
is due to several factors such as where
the client lives, examples occurring during
lessons giving relevance to introducing a
new concept, questions asked by the client,
their aptitude for learning to drive, etc. This
means some flexibility on behalf of the trainer
is crucial.
A well-prepared trainer will be able to pick
off their virtual shelf the appropriate session
plan (or segment of one) to ensure the
learning needs of their trainee are met.
I am finding now that the order in which
topics are introduced is much more fluid
than when I was first working as a driver
trainer. It is important to keep records of what
conversations have taken place with your
clients to ensure all the important concepts
have been covered across someone’s
experience of learning to drive and to avoid
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starting to teach a topic that has already been
introduced.
When first starting as a driver trainer or
starting to write a series of session plans as
an experienced trainer as part of CPD, it will
take quite a bit of time to build up a selection
of topics. It will be time well spent as the
effort will result in well structured lessons in
which the client feels their time and money
are being effectively spent.
Once session plans are written it is
important to monitor what you are doing and
update them as appropriate. It doesn’t take
too long to amend a well-written plan.
An example of a session plan that I have
changed a couple of times recently was my
plan for teaching motorway driving – the last
amendment was writing to cater for taking
learners on the motorway and the one before
that was introducing a section on smart
motorways.
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CAR REVIEWS

MONTH
IN NEWS

Michelin develops an airless tyre, Coventry is the best
place for motorbike owners, electric cars get noisy
and more.

51

DIAMOND
COMMENT

Chloe Denny takes a look at different gadgets that
help keep us cool in the car during hot weather.

52

LEARNING
TO FLY

Karen Bransgrove puts herself back in the learner’s
seat by taking a flying lesson with Redhill Aviation Flight
Centre.

TOYOTA CAMRY
The Toyota Camry is spacious,
comfortable and efficient – a safe
bet for families and fleet drivers
alike.

56

Verdict
Recommended

Our traffic light
verdicts help guide
your choice

Have a think
Steer clear

Stats key
Look out throughout Show Me, Tell Me for helpful
little boxes containing useful information
Insurance group –
rated from 1-50

Training category
– L is for learners,
F suitable for fleet

Fuel consumption
– miles per gallon

CO2 emissions
– useful on a
company scheme

First year tax
payment

What spare
wheel comes as
standard?

List price

Gearbox

Our pick of model
– usually includes
a/c and Bluetooth

Engine size

Euro NCAP crash
safety rating

How many doors
does the car
have?

RENAULT CLIO
The all-new Renault Clio has
finally arrived, and we’ve been for
a drive to see if it can rise to the
top of the supermini class.
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In association with:

NISSAN LEAF E+
The new Nissan Leaf E+ offers
more power and greater range,
but is that enough to challenge
its rivals?
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MONTH
IN NEWS

MICHELIN DEVELOPS AIRLESS TYRE
Michelin has produced an airless tyre known as the Uptis (Unique Punctureproof Tyre System).
Designed for passenger cars and small SUVs, Uptis takes an aluminum
wheel assembly and wraps it in a composite material mixing rubber and a
high-strength resin embedded fiberglass. Instead of an air-filled rubber tube,
a series of ‘spokes’ hold the weight of the car and provide similar handling
and performance to a standard, air-filled pneumatic tyre.
These innovations combine to eliminate compressed air to support the
vehicle’s load, and result in environmental savings: approximately 200 million
tyres worldwide are scrapped prematurely every year as a result of punctures,
damage or improper air pressure that causes uneven wear.
Because Uptis is airless, it eliminates the risk of flat tyres and punctures.
Michelin says this will ensure:
■ Drivers of passenger vehicles feel safer on the road.
■ Operators of passenger vehicle fleets minimise downtime and
improve efficiency resulting from flat tyres and near-zero levels of
maintenance.
■ Society at large benefits from environmental savings through reduced
use of raw materials for replacement tyre or spare tyre production.
Florent Menegaux, chief executive officer for Michelin Group, said: “Uptis
demonstrates that Michelin’s vision for a future of sustainable mobility is
clearly an achievable dream. Through work with strategic partners like GM,
who share our ambitions for transforming mobility, we can seize the future
today.”

UK CAR MANUFACTURING DECLINES FOR
TWELFTH MONTH IN A ROW
British car production fell for the 12th month in a row in May, as output dropped 15.5%,
according to figures released by the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders
(SMMT).
21,239 fewer units were manufactured, with demand both at home and abroad
falling by double-digits as softening in the UK and key global markets, and the effects
of model changes, caused the negative performance to continue.
In the month, manufacturing for domestic buyers fell by 25.9%, while overseas orders
were down 12.6%. Exports accounted for 80.9% of all cars made, reemphasising the
importance of maintaining free and frictionless trade.
In the year to date, UK car production is down 21% with 557,295 new models rolling
off production lines – almost 150,000 fewer compared with the same point in 2018.
This is due, to a certain extent, to the decision by some manufacturers to bring forward
summer shutdowns to April in anticipation of the expected March date for the UK to
leave the EU.
Mike Hawes, SMMT Chief Executive, said: “12 consecutive months of decline for
UK car manufacturing is a serious concern and underlines yet again the importance of
securing a Brexit deal quickly.”

COVENTRY BEST FOR MOTORBIKE OWNERS
New research from Brightside Insurance suggests Coventry is the best place to live if you’re
a motorbike owner.
Data collated included vehicle theft, hours stuck in traffic, rainfall, motorbike test pass rates,
speed limits, petrol prices, frequency of accidents and the number of motorbike clubs in the
area.
Cardiff was found to be the worst place for a motorbike owner. It scored the lowest points
both for rainfall per year and bike clubs. Rain causes increased stopping distances and
slippery surfaces, as well as reduced visibility. Approximately 3,000 people were killed or
seriously injured when driving in the rain in 2016.
Greater London was the second lowest scoring city. Not only are drivers stuck for longest
in traffic per year, the average speed limit is also the lowest. London is also the place which
scored the worst for road traffic accidents.
Coventry proved best in terms of the least hours stuck in traffic per year, and scored highly
in the rainfall, average speed limit and petrol prices categories. Interestingly, Coventry had the
same amount of motorbike clubs as Cardiff, however its other factors more than made up for
the smaller selection of clubs to pick from.
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NORTH EAST BEST REGION FOR DRIVING
Crusader Vans has carried out a study to find the best regions for driving.
The North East ranked highest in the list, with Yorkshire and the Humber and drivers
in the South West coming in second and third.
People in the North East experience the least number of delays per day with just
over eight minutes, compared to 25 minutes each day for London motorists.
Joining the North East as the regions with the shortest commute, motorists in
Scotland, Wales and the East Midlands have an average commute of 24 minutes.
Unsurprisingly, it’s drivers in the capital that face longer journeys with their often
shorter journeys still averaging 38 minutes a day.
London fuel prices are the most expensive at £1.31 per litre, but London drivers
spend an average of just £505 a year based on typical mileage. Higher distances
travelled in Wales and the South East put their fuel costs above all others at over
£770 a year.
South Western motorists benefit from the lowest average insurance premium of
£543, almost half of that in London which averages £1,098 annually.
Last year Scotland committed under 3% of the nation’s speeding offences, and
even when measured against their population it puts them highest on our list.
Yorkshire and the Humber recorded just over 70,000 speeding offences last year
putting them above their northern neighbours, while London scored well proportionally
with 70 people to every offence putting them in third place.
While they score high on most other metrics, for every 16 drivers in the North East,
a speeding offence was recorded, putting them at the bottom of the list. With over
476,000 speeding offences, the South East find themselves narrowly just above the
bottom.

SOLAR, HIGH SPEED AND WIFI CHARGING
FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES
The government is investing £37 million into British
engineering to transform electric chargepoint
infrastructure.
Twelve projects are set to receive a share of
the funding, to support the creation of innovations
including wireless charging technologies, meaning
electric vehicles of the future could charge without
the need to plug in a cable.
The news comes on the one-year anniversary of
the government’s Road to Zero strategy, which has
driven a 60% increase in battery electric vehicle
registrations this year compared to the same period
in 2018.
Urban Electric, a smart city consultancy, has
been awarded over £3 million to roll out ‘pop-up’
chargers which are built into the pavement and
provide a discreet, safe and low-cost charging

solution for electric vehicle drivers without access
to off-street parking.
Further projects to receive funding include:
■■ A renovation project, installing chargepoints
in car parks to allow for mass charging at
night
■■ A project leveraging existing Virgin Media
physical and online infrastructure to deliver
cost-effective and widespread charging,
using high speed internet connections to
better share information online on charging
progress and parking spaces
■■ A cutting edge storage and advanced
electronics project that will deliver semirapid charging using a low power grid
connection minimising the need for costly
substation upgrades

ELECTRIC CARS GET NOISY
All manufacturers must install an acoustic sound system in new types of quiet electric
and hybrid electric vehicles to improve road safety.
As of 1 July, all manufacturers must install a system in new types of quiet electric and
hybrid electric vehicles. Sound generators will produce a specified level of noise when
they are reversing or running below 20 km/h (about 12mph).
The sound generated will be similar to that made by a conventional engine and can
be temporarily deactivated by the driver if judged necessary.
The new regulation to make acoustic systems within electric vehicles compulsory will
allow those who are visually impaired to hear vehicles more easily.
Michael Ellis, roads minister, said: “The government wants the benefits of green
transport to be felt by everyone, and understands the concerns of the visually impaired
about the possible hazards posed by quiet electric vehicles.
“This new requirement will give pedestrians added confidence when crossing the
road.”
The regulation will apply to all new types of ‘quiet’ electric and hybrid vehicles from
1 July 2019, and to all new quiet electric and hybrid vehicles registered from July 2021.
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Getting your
business back on
the road

A Driving Instructors
Association Service

24 hours a day, 7 days a
week – here and abroad

£59.50
per year

Non-member price £69.50

With our recovery policy, we offer you
high quality cover at very competitive
prices, giving you peace of mind that
you’re covered if the worst happens.

Our cover includes

24-Hour roadside assistance
Home start
Rescue/recovery
Driving school and private cars
European cover
Motorbikes
All vehicles up to 20 years old*

020 8686 8010
driving.org/recovery
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Subject to criteria; one vehicle per policy
see www.driving.org/recovery/keyfacts for key facts
* Vehicles up to 10 years for european cover
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DIAMOND
COMMENT
CHLOE DENNY
HOW TO KEEP COOL WHILE
DRIVING IN HOT WEATHER

HE HOT WEATHER IS FINALLY
upon us! I have not long been back
from a week in the sunshine, and I
have come back to lovely weather.
This always helps when you’re trying
to get back into a routine of alarms
and reality. At least the sun is shining
to help me adjust back into normal life.
When the weather is hot I hate the thought of driving,
sitting in a hot sticky car, particularly when I have to
drive to Eastbourne most weekends. Though it is a
lovely place, the drive itself is a pain and I’m always
fiddling with the window or the aircon.
I thought I would look into some gadgets to keep
cool in the car while on a long drive or just in general
and to stop the fiddling and distractions.

T

ABOUT THE
WRITER
Chloe assists Karen in
the day-to-day running
of Diamond, dealing with
all examiner enquiries,
administration and is
first point of call on the
phones.

Wagan EL6206 portable electric cooler/
warmer keeps your refreshments on your journey nice
and cool. You plug it into the lighter in your vehicle to
keep things refrigerated.
Car fans for the rear seats are ideal for long
journeys when you have passengers in the back.
There’ll be no need to share your fan attached to your
sun visor which keeps you cool as you will be able to
supply passengers with their own. If you are travelling
with children there will be no arguing so no distractions.
Bonus!
Premium 2-in-1 car cup keeps your drink cold
or warm. It is also a holder so you don’t need to worry
about where to place your drink when you can’t hold it,
you just need to plug it in the lighter of the car to power.

Zmoon car fan looks like the sort of fan you would
have in your office or at home but it can be placed
anywhere in your car, from the door handle to the sun
visor – wherever you prefer.

Kktick foldable windshield sun shade is placed
in the car on the windscreen to keep the car from
heating up when you are parked.

Snailax cooling car seat cushion looks amazing,
you just place it on your car seat and can turn it on and
off as you please. It also has a option for warm so you
are able to leave it in all year round and warm the seat
up during cold early mornings in the winter.

Sun cream might seem silly, but sitting in a car for a
long amount of time with the sun gleaming through the
window can actually burn your skin, on just one side as
well which will be a little uneven. If you’re anything like
me and have fair skin this will definitely come in handy.

“Car fans for the rear seats are
ideal for long journeys when
you have passengers
in the back”

Most of these products are available on Amazon.
I love the idea of the windshield as it really is
uncomfortable getting into the car when it has been
sitting in the sun for ages – you feel like you’re melting!
Hot seats burn the legs and the steering wheel burns
the hands.
Keeping drinks and yourself cool for your journey will
help you to keep calm, as will ensuring your passengers
have rear fans to stop them from heating up.
With these products keeping you cool, driving in the
heat will be less stressful so you can enjoy the sunny
weather to the full.

Tweet your thoughts
@diamondadvanced
#diamond
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Contact Chloe on
Email chloedenny@driving.org
Telephone 020 8253 0120
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LEARNING TO FLY
KAREN BRANSGROVE PUTS HERSELF BACK IN THE
LEARNER’S SEAT BY TAKING A FLYING LESSON
HIS WEEK I HAD THE
opportunity to fulfil a lifelong
dream to take my first trial
flying lesson in Redhill,
Surrey, at one of the oldest
purpose-built airfields in the
country. The aim was to put myself back in the
‘learner’s seat’ again and experience the pain/
gain, nervousness and excitement of taking on
a new challenge.
I arrived at Redhill Aviation Flight Centre late
on Monday afternoon. The weather was fine
and warm – perfect I thought. I was requested
by the organisers to make a call in to the office
and check with the pilots that the conditions
were suitable to fly that day. All good, it
seemed. Nothing was going to stop me now! It
would surely take a freak weather storm to put
a sudden hold on my lesson and prevent me
from flying as planned.
Redhill Aviation Flight Centre is a wellestablished EASA (European Union Aviation
Safety Agency) approved training organisation
and flying club, which provides training and
testing within in the Surrey countryside. Was
I nervous and slightly anxious? Yes, for sure.
Would I look stupid, scared and incapable?
All these feelings crossed my mind as I
entered the reception area. The lady working
in the office gave me a reassuring smile as I
walked in to register, followed soon after by a

T
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professional, but friendly and warm greeting
by my instructor Mark. Mark reassured me
that he had many years experience in flying,
including instruction and he quickly put me at
ease explaining briefly what the plan for my trial
lesson would be.
As in the driving instructor world with
learners, the safety instructions and pre-checks
for flying were not dissimilar to a ‘controls
lesson’, in so much as there is a checklist of
essential skills and controls to understand
and work through to ensure you have the
knowledge before attempting to move.
Mark gave me a pre-flight briefing together
with safety checks before taking my seat in my
allocated four-seat aircraft. It looked small and
cramped and somewhat intimate if I’m honest.
The space we get in modern cars these days
really does give driver trainers a much more
comfortable and pampered ride, compared to
flying instructors in small planes.
Of course some may say the risks of being
out on the road with learners is much more
hazardous than flying, as you are negotiating
a learner’s response to things, as well as a
variety of other road users and pedestrians,
plus keeping your eye out for effective and
appropriate training and coaching in the use
of the car’s controls. You can see why the
standards check has so much emphasis on
lesson planning and risk management.

For flying instructors the risk is different,
albeit just as important. There may not be
planes flying around all over the place, but
there are still other aircraft around that you
need to be aware and mindful of.
The weather as you can imagine is a huge
factor when flying, as are the controls and a
student’s response to the hazards and ability
to stay calm. In fact Mark explained to me that
instructors have their own risk management
called TEM (threat error management) which is
vital in the process of keeping themselves and
their students safe.
So having mastered the controls and what
they do, well perhaps that’s being a bit too
optimistic, what I should say is, having had
Mark explain things to me and once I felt
reassured that the checklist was complete,
we set the controls to go. Suddenly the
cockpit filled with cool air from the propeller,
a welcome relief as it was getting extremely
stuffy in such a small space.
The radio was on and through my
headphones I could hear the dulcet tones
of operators at the air traffic control facility,
guiding a variety of planes and helicopters,
including Mark and me in and out of the airfield.
It all sounded too complicated to take on board
and my main concern was keeping it together
when we took off.
Clearance given, we carried out our
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observational checks, including the blind spots
and the vulnerable area around the propeller
and taxied to the runway. Before I knew it we
were up, up and away, it was literally seconds
between deciding to take off and taking off.
Mark’s expert handling and explanation of the
controls made me feel as if I had helped out,
but in all honestly I was quite simply open
mouthed and in awe of the whole experience.
The Surrey and Kent countryside below
looked green and welcoming with familiar sites
like the M25, Bluewater Shopping Centre and
the Dartford Crossing in plain view. Life in the
sky felt so peaceful, away from the busy streets
below full of cars and people rushing around.
I must have been in the sky for approximately
one hour, I really did lose track of time, trying to

take in all the information and instructions from
Mark as we took a circular route within the
allotted air space. There is so much information
to consider: height, distance, weather changes,
the horizon and clouds, as with driver training
it’s a never-ending process of checking
and rechecking for hazards and changing
conditions.
Mark was exceptionally calm and willing to
give clear easy instructions for me to follow, at
all points he checked I was comfortable and
willing to have a go at something new. For
short periods of time I was given the controls
to fly and the sensitivity and skill involved in
keeping the plane steady was surprising. It very
much reminded me of those early days as an
instructor when you would ask a novice driver

to steer gently, often they would over-steer and
the car would take on a hazardous course all
of its own.
My hour quickly came to an end and I could
see Redhill Flight Centre up ahead, air traffic
control were guiding us back in and Mark took
back all the control in order to get us down
safe and sound. My adrenaline was pumping
around my body – what an experience! I loved
every minute and clearly I could see it would be
an addictive new hobby. I found myself eyeing
up the aerobatic experience flight when I got
back to the office and you can imagine the staff
were keen to sign me up. All in good time I
said, I had experienced enough excitement for
one day. For now it was back to the office and
training on solid ground.

“THE SENSITIVITY
AND SKILL INVOLVED
IN KEEPING THE
PLANE STEADY WAS
SURPRISING”

Karen took her flying lesson at Redhill Aviation Flight Centre. For more information visit
www.redhillaviation.co.uk or phone 01737 822959.
Thanks to Mark Wagner for the photographs.
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Protect your car
and driveway

“UNLIKE IN
PREVIOUS SPIKES
THE THIEVES
AREN’T JOYRIDERS.
THE MODERN CAR
CROOK DOESN’T
USE A CROWBAR
OR SCREWDRIVER
AND ISN’T
STEALING FOR FUN”

FROM SIMPLE TO HI-TECH, AUTO EXPRESS LOOKS AT SOME OF THE BEST
WAYS TO HELP PREVENT HAVING YOUR CAR OR ITS CONTENTS STOLEN
ITH CAR CRIME
INCREASING, CAR
security is more important
than ever before. Theft of
and from vehicles is at a
five-year high, according
to official figures from the Home Office, while
insurers said claims for stolen cars in January to
March this year were higher than for any quarter
since 2012.
Unlike in previous spikes though, the thieves
aren’t joyriders. The modern car crook doesn’t
use a crowbar or screwdriver, and isn’t stealing
for fun. Instead, they will invest hundreds of
pounds in sophisticated tech to bypass modern
security systems. Once stolen, the cars will
be given a false identity, smuggled abroad or
broken up for parts.
How can you make life more difficult for these
increasingly sophisticated criminals? We’ve
taken a look at some of the latest gadgets,

W
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and a few old favourites, to help keep your car
safe and potentially bring down the cost of
insurance.
WHEELS OF STEEL
Steering wheel locks have been around for
decades, but they are still a good way to make
life difficult for thieves. Something which covers
the wheel completely, like a Disklok, will deter
all but the most committed criminal by making it
impossible to drive off. It will also prevent airbag
or steering wheel theft, which is an increasing
problem as crooks look for cheap parts to repair
crash-damaged cars. The downside is that they
are cumbersome and relatively expensive, but
they can be used on any vehicle, from classics
to motorhomes.
PANE RELIEF
While some thieves are using clever technology
to break into cars, the cruder criminal will still

use the smash-and-grab method to get into a
vehicle and take whatever they want. One way
to stop or slow them down is to install glass
lamination on the side and rear windows. This
plastic sheeting is invisible but helps strengthen
and hold the panes together, like a laminated
windscreen. Professionally-installed film on a
mid-sized car, such as a Nissan Qashqai, will be
around £500 from www.fxuk.net.
BLOCK TO THE FUTURE
Many modern models are ‘keyless’, which
means you don’t have to take the key out of your
pocket. While that’s great for convenience, it’s
not so good for security. Thieves use boosters
to amplify the key’s signal enough to open
and start the car. You can prevent it by using
a signal-blocking Faraday bag. Our Best Buy
last year was the £5 Defender Pouch; similar
items are available from online stores and car
accessory shops. You might want to keep keys
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“HAVING YOUR NUMBER PLATES STOLEN
DOESN’T JUST MEAN YOU’LL HAVE TO PAY TO
REPLACE THEM. THIEVES CAN USE FALSE PLATES
TO CLONE YOUR CAR”
(including spares) in a safe, too, to protect your
car in the event of a burglary. They start from
less than £40.

seconds. Make it more difficult for criminals by
using tamper-proof screws on number plates.
These are available from as little as £5.99.

PORT STORMED
All modern cars have an OBD (on-board
diagnostic) port, a universal plug technicians
use to access the vehicle’s electronic brain.
Unfortunately, this port can also be used by
crooks to bypass the immobiliser, and even
reprogram a blank key so that it unlocks and
starts the car. You can protect an OBD port
with a special lock, costing less than £200,
depending on the model. Or consider a
combined OBD protector, tracker and key-clone
preventer, like that offered by StopTrack for
£599, plus £6.50 a month.

CCTV STARS
Thieves tend to be camera-shy, so CCTV
can be a good deterrent, and help police
to identify and catch crooks. Make sure any
system has infrared night vision, and go for the
best resolution you can afford to make sure
faces and registration numbers are identifiable.
Basic wired systems with just one camera are
available from Amazon for less than £100,
and tend to be easy to fit. Sophisticated WiFi
set-ups, like the Ring video doorbell, can
be expanded to use wireless cameras with
floodlights for under £400.

CLONE WARS
Having your number plates stolen doesn’t just
mean you’ll have to pay to replace them. Thieves
can use false plates to clone your car (or
disguise a stolen model’s identity) and then use
the vehicle to commit other crimes. If you’re a
victim of number plate theft you could face lots
of stressful paperwork as you clear your name.
Since most plates are fixed by either sticky
pads or screws, any thief can remove them in

POLE POSITIONS
Even if a thief has used a computer to bypass
the car’s electronics, they won’t be able to get
it off the driveway, or out of a parking space, if
it’s blocked in by a solid metal post. Physical
barriers such as this vary in their sophistication,
with remote-control bollards which rise out
of the ground automatically costing around
£2,000, while a simple key-operated post is
£23 from Halfords. Just remember to keep the
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key outside the car, and don’t forget the post is
there and drive into it yourself.
BACK ON TRACK
If your car has gone, the chances of it being
recovered are low, unless you have a tracker.
Some insurance companies will insist on a
unit being fitted to certain cars, or will give
meaningful discount for a properly-fitted device.
Simple GPS trackers can be bought for less
than £45, while more sophisticated systems,
which are approved by insurers and the police,
cost between £361 and £708, depending on
their features and sophistication, plus an annual
subscription fee.
YOUR CAR IS MARKED
Selling an entire stolen car is risky, but breaking
one up for parts is comparatively easy and
profitable for thieves. Simple window etching
acts as a deterrent, while DNA Marking is even
more sophisticated. This involves dabbing a
uniquely-coded paint on 50 points on your car.
It dries clear, but can be seen under ultraviolet lights. Security-marking kits, such as
SelectaDNA, cost around £60, but some police
forces offer it for free, and some insurers will
give a discount for marked cars.
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Solid choice for fleet or family
THE TOYOTA CAMRY IS SPACIOUS, COMFORTABLE AND EFFICIENT –
A SAFE BET FOR FAMILIES AND FLEET DRIVERS ALIKE
HE NEW CAMRY TAKES
the place of the old Avensis
in Toyota’s range, bringing a
hybrid-only engine line-up and
the associated low company
car tax costs, reasonable economy and
smooth, relaxed drive. Toyota’s big saloon
majors in comfort and rides very nicely, while
standard equipment is so good that you
don’t need to venture beyond the entry-level
model. Poor infotainment holds it back in this
department, however.
Those who prioritise an exciting driving
experience should look elsewhere: the Camry
is pretty dull and doesn’t do anything to
involve its driver. Rivals are more fun to drive,
while an entry-level BMW 3 Series is better
in almost every way bar standard kit and
outright size.

T

Overall, the Camry’s good quality, decent
value and hybrid powertrain keep it relevant in
its class. It’s a sensible, if not exciting, choice.
Bearing a nameplate last seen in the UK
around 15 years ago, the Toyota Camry is
the Japanese manufacturer’s answer to large
family cars like the Skoda Superb, Vauxhall
Insignia Grand Sport and Volkswagen Passat,
but also crosses over into the territory of the
BMW 3 Series, Mercedes C-Class, Audi A4
and Lexus IS. The Camry sits somewhere
in the middle of the Toyota family car range,
priced higher than the Corolla Saloon and
Prius Hybrid but starting at a similar level to
the latest RAV4 SUV.
The Camry is a traditional saloon with four
doors and a large boot underneath a separate
boot lid – something of a novelty in a class
that’s occupied mainly by large hatchbacks.

“The Camry is a traditional saloon with four doors and
a large boot underneath a separate boot lid”
56
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It feels like a throwback in this regard; a car
from a time when the SUV revolution hadn’t
happened. It’s large, spacious and very
comfortable – but not terribly exciting.
There are two Camry models to choose
from: Design and Excel. Both are powered
by the same 2.5-litre petrol-electric hybrid
engine with a CVT gearbox; power sits at a
useful 215bhp. Performance is fine for a car
of this sort: 0-62mph takes 8.3 seconds.
Design models get an impressive level
of standard equipment, including leather
upholstery and just about every gadget
you could ask for, including adaptive cruise
control, sat-nav and front and rear parking
sensors. Excel trim adds cross-traffic alert,
blind spot monitoring, wireless phone
charging and an electrically adjustable
steering wheel – but we’d recommend that
you stick with the standard car and save
around £1,300.
Key to the Camry’s appeal is its hybridonly engine lineup; most rivals are yet to
include such technology. Toyota’s excellence
in this area means the Camry is economical,
emits low levels of CO2 (just 98g/km) and
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offers a smooth, relaxing drive: all attributes
perfectly suited to its target market of fleet
and business owners. A plug-in hybrid like
the Toyota Prius Plug-in is a much better bet
if you spend a lot of time in towns and cities,
but the Camry strikes a good compromise
and is at its best on the motorway.
ENGINES, PERFORMANCE AND DRIVE
The Toyota Camry uses the Japanese
manufacturer’s TNGA mechanical
underpinnings – the same basic architecture
used in the Prius, RAV4 and Corolla, as
well as the Lexus ES. The result is a car
that handles well but falls short of offering
anything in the way of thrills.

That’s not so say the Camry is bad to drive
– its chassis, engine and electric motor work
well together. The electric motor’s torquefilling abilities mean you don’t have to rev the
engine too hard. If you need to go anywhere
in a hurry, refinement dips as the revs rise. It’s
a punchy unit for everyday driving.
Elsewhere, the car’s steering is accurate if
not particularly engaging or communicative,
while relatively sophisticated suspension
(MacPherson-strut at the front and doublewishbone at the rear) makes for predictable
handling. The suspension has been tuned
to be very pliant, dealing with the worst that
British roads can dish out. Body control has a
softer edge to it, but the Camry only starts to
feel wallowy if pushed towards its limits – not
exactly the way it’s designed to be driven.

Generally, performance is on par with
similarly priced mid-range, non-hybrid,
petrol-powered rivals like the Vauxhall Insignia
Grand Sport 1.6 Turbo 200, but considerably
better than the Skoda Superb 1.5 TSI 150.
ENGINES, 0-60 ACCELERATION AND
TOP SPEED
There’s just one engine and gearbox
combination in the Camry: a 2.5-litre petrolelectric hybrid with a continuously variable
transmission (CVT). The engine produces
215bhp at 5,700rpm, along with 221Nm of
torque. It remains quiet and well-isolated at
normal speeds but can intrude under hard
acceleration; performance is decent, but you
might need a little time to get used to the
unique feel of a CVT gearbox doing its thing.
Toyota’s is the best gearbox of this sort;
there’s still that familiar ‘surging’ sensation,
but the driver feels more connected to the
powertrain than in previous hybrid offerings
from the Japanese manufacturer.
Officially 0-62mph takes 8.3 seconds,
but we clocked the Camry at 7.7 seconds.
Acceleration elsewhere is adequate,
facilitating safe overtaking – we clocked
30-50mph at 2.7 seconds and 50-70mph in
four seconds. Top speed is 112mph.
MPG, C02 AND RUNNING COSTS
The appeal of any hybrid-powered car lies
mainly in reduced running costs versus
conventionally powered petrol models.
The Camry delivers in this department with
claimed economy of 53.3mpg, although we
only managed 37.9mpg on test in mixed
driving. We managed 417 miles from the
Camry’s 50-litre tank and calculated that an
average user will spend £1,842 on fuel over
12,000 miles, or £3,071 over 20,000 miles.
CO2 emissions are low at 98g/km, which
in turn makes for cheap first-year road tax
(usually rolled into the on-the-road price) and
– perhaps most importantly for this sort of car
– low company car tax costs. Toyota expects
that 80% of Camry models will be driven by
fleet users; a BiK rate of 23% applies and
undercuts the majority of the competition.
INSURANCE GROUPS
The Camry sits in insurance groups 31 and
32, with the top-spec Excel occupying the
latter. This is a little higher than conventionally
powered rivals like the Skoda Superb and
Vauxhall Insignia, probably thanks to the
potential for complex repairs to the Camry’s
powertrain – not that it’s likely to go wrong.
DEPRECIATION
Our experts predict that the entry-level Camry
Design model will hold on to just over 45% of
its value over three years and 36,000 miles;
the top-spec Excel version will retain around
44.3% over the same period. Given the good
level of standard kit on the base model and
its stronger residuals, we’d suggest only
stepping up to Excel trim if you really need
any of its added equipment.
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INTERIOR, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
The Camry’s design doesn’t exactly scream
kerb appeal, but it’s modern and handsome.
Fit and finish is great throughout, while the
functional and practical cabin only just trails
rivals for outright quality.
The dashboard itself is clear and logically
laid-out for the most part, but the central
infotainment screen is a big letdown.
Overall equipment levels are good, but
Camry doesn’t feel especially upmarket
inside.
It’s a shame that Toyota hasn’t managed to
inject a little verve – step from the Camry into
a Peugeot 508, for example, and the contrast
in design and overall appeal is stark.

SAT-NAV, STEREO AND INFOTAINMENT
The infotainment system is Toyota’s Achilles’
heel as customer feedback proves. Things
are improving with its latest generation of
vehicles, and the Camry shows where these
gains have been made, thanks to the sharper
graphics on its seven-inch touchscreen.
However, it’s still fiddly to use and can be
slow to respond to inputs, while it lacks the
latest connectivity technology, such as Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto. For drivers who
are likely to spend plenty of time at the wheel
in machines like this, that omission blots the
Camry’s copybook.
Instead, alongside Bluetooth and DAB
radio, you get the clunky MirrorLink system
to connect up your smartphone. This doesn’t
work very well and both the systems in the

Vauxhall Insignia and Skoda Superb are more
flexible and better integrated into the cabin,
too. However, there’s a central display set
between two traditional dials in the instrument
cluster which is usefully bigger than that
found in the Skoda.
PRACTICALITY, COMFORT AND BOOT
SPACE
Unlike rivals including the Skoda Superb,
Peugeot 508 and Vauxhall Insignia – whose
hatchback versions are joined by estates in
their respective ranges – the Toyota Camry
is available only as a saloon. This limits
versatility slightly but overall space for both
passengers and luggage is impressive.

“Fit and finish is great throughout, while the functional and practical
cabin only just trails rivals for outright quality”
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However, despite the Camry’s size, cabin
storage is not great; rivals offer more in the
way of cubbies.
Elsewhere, the relatively high driving
position affords a decent view out, while a
standard parking camera, all-round parking
sensors and a large glasshouse make parking
easier than you might expect.
SIZE
The Camry measures in at 4,885mm long,
1,445mm high and 1,840mm wide. This
is more or less on a par with the Vauxhall
Insignia Grand Sport, but the Skoda Superb
still reigns supreme in terms of size, storage
space and overall practicality.
LEG ROOM, HEAD ROOM &
PASSENGER SPACE
Despite not quite matching the Skoda
Superb, the Toyota Camry is still a spacious
car. There’s ample space in the rear for three
adults to sit in comfort, with loads of leg and
headroom. The front seats are comfortable
and offer a good range of adjustment, with
both heated as standard and with poweradjustable lumbar support – though not
everyone will enjoy the high driving position.
Access to the rear seats via large rear doors
is good, while two ISOfix points in the rear
are provided.
If you need the ultimate in space – both for
passengers and luggage – the larger, more
flexible Skoda Superb is your best bet.

BOOT
The Toyota Camry has a large load area that
measures in at 524 litres; 34 litres more than
you find in a Vauxhall Insignia Grand Sport
but 101 litres shy of the Skoda Superb.
While the Camry’s boot is sensibly shaped, it
suffers from a relatively small opening versus
its rivals, and while the rear seats fold with
a 60/40 split, the Camry can’t quite match
its more practically shaped large hatchback
rivals in this regard.
RELIABILITY AND SAFETY
The Toyota Camry is too new to have featured
in our Driver Power customer satisfaction
survey, but Toyota itself achieved a strong
10th-place finish out of 30 manufacturers.
This tallies with Toyota’s reputation for
reliability and build quality.
Euro NCAP is yet to crash test the Camry,
but we expect that it will perform well once
this happens. That’s in light of the good
performance of the latest Corolla, with which
the Camry shares its TNGA platform. A full

suite of active safety equipment comes as
standard, including autonomous emergency
braking with pedestrian detection and
collision warning, lane departure warning and
automatic high-beam headlights. The step
up to Excel trim brings cross-traffic alert and
blind spot monitoring on top of this.
WARRANTY
Like all Toyota models the Camry gets a
very competitive five-year, unlimited mileage
warranty as standard. This beats just about
every other rival hands down, save for the
somewhat left-field Kia Optima rival which
boasts a seven-year warranty – though this is
limited to 100,000 miles.
SERVICING
A number of servicing options are available
for the Camry, as with other Toyota models.
The Camry’s hybrid system requires extra
checks at service time over a conventionally
powered car, but Toyota does not charge any
extra for the privilege. Toyota also offers a
free car wash and tyre check – plus pricematching on any tyres required.

Verdict
Engines, performance and drive 3.6/5
Driving fun is pretty much absent, but the Camry is comfortable and refined

MPG, CO2 and running costs 4.1/5
The Camry boasts low emissions, relatively good fuel economy and strong
residual values for its class

Interior, design and technology 3.6/5
The Camry looks smart and is well built but poor infotainment lets it down

Practicality, comfort and boot space 4.4/5
Bucketloads of interior and load space, but the saloon boot limits the
Camry’s versatility

Reliability and safety 4.5/5
The Camry should prove reliable and safe. The five-year warranty is a bonus
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Pretty on the inside
THE ALL-NEW RENAULT CLIO HAS FINALLY ARRIVED, AND WE’VE
BEEN FOR A DRIVE TO SEE IF IT CAN RISE TO THE TOP OF THE
SUPERMINI CLASS
T’S HARD TO OVERSTATE the
importance of the Renault Clio to
the French manufacturer. It may
frequently get lost in the scrap
between the Ford Fiesta, Vauxhall Corsa and
VW Polo in British supermini group tests, but
the Clio has long held an elevated position in
the European sales charts. Last year, in fact,
Renault shifted more than 335,000 of the
things – second only to the VW Golf.
Renault is particularly proud of the fact that
the Mk4 Clio increased its sales every year –
no mean feat for any model. But now the time
has come for the fifth generation of the car,
and we’ve had our first chance to deliver a
verdict on whether it deserves to continue its
sales success.
From the outside, you may wonder how
much has really changed between the Mk4
and Mk5. The new model looks a bit more
mature and grown-up, perhaps, but it is
undeniably an evolution of what’s gone before.

I
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Underneath and inside, however, the Clio
has undergone a ground-up rethink. There’s
a new platform, for starters – the RenaultNissan Alliance’s all-new CMF-B architecture,
which also allows a new mild-hybrid petrolelectric powertrain that will arrive in the range
next year. It’ll feature a 1.2kWh battery that
should allow the Clio to complete many urban
journeys on as much as 80% pure-electric
running.
For now, though, the Clio comes with
a range of conventional petrol and diesel
engines. The lower end of the range focuses
on a 1.0-litre three-cylinder petrol, starting
with a normally aspirated version producing a
meagre 75bhp and 95Nm of torque.
The most popular engine is likely to be the
unit we’re testing here: the same 1.0 motor
but with a turbocharger that helps to beef it
up to 99bhp and 160Nm of torque – handy
gains over the equivalent TCe 90 from the
previous-gen model. Both of these engines

get a five-speed manual gearbox as standard,
incidentally, although the TCe is also available
with a ‘stepped CVT’ automatic transmission.
In manual form, it emits 100g/km of CO2 – so
it’s a little bit more efficient than a comparable
Fiesta EcoBoost.
The range-topping petrol is a 1.3-litre unit,
badged TCe 130 and offering 129bhp and
240Nm. It’s available only with a seven-speed
dual-clutch automatic, though, and is likely to
be restricted to higher-end trim levels.
If the outside looks familiar, the cabin is
undeniably where Renault has made the
biggest effort. The car is a teeny bit shorter
than its predecessor, in overall length and
wheelbase, but the company has worked hard
on trimming millimetres from interior structures
to make the cabin more spacious and the boot
more practical.
The dash is dominated by a crisp new
infotainment display that can be up to 9.3
inches in size, as well as angled towards
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the driver and slightly curved. There’s also a
sizeable display in the centre of the instrument
panel – with the option of a fully digital 10in
screen that can show not only dials but also
sat-nav instructions between them.
Renault’s infotainment system isn’t at the
top of the class for interface usability, but all
of the main functions are there – including,
should you want, the ability to bypass it by
running Android Auto or Apple CarPlay.
Sensibly – and in stark contrast to some
of the Clio’s French rivals – there are still
conventional rotary controls for air conditioning
and heating, as well as a row of neat ‘piano
key’ switches just below the main screen.
It’s the undoubted hike in interior quality
that may catch Clio regulars out – for where
the old model was often known for robust but
basic plastics, the new version has soft-touch
materials in some areas where the Polo and
even the Audi A1 do not.
Even the steering wheel feels reassuringly
chunky and well padded, and where there
are harder finishes – and yes, there are some
– they are down low in areas that you won’t
interact with frequently. The cabin is the car’s
star turn, and then some.
There’s a slightly more airy feel than before
for front-seat occupants, thanks in part to the
clean, uncluttered facia design in front of them.
Those in the rear won’t feel hard done by,
but while the aggressive roofline doesn’t hurt
headroom too much, the C-pillars do tend to
close in around you.
Renault claims a boot capacity of 391 litres
for petrol editions (this drops to 366 litres on
the diesel, presumably thanks to the AdBlue
tank). While we’re not entirely convinced
that these figures are based on the same
methodology that gave the Ford Focus load
bay a figure of 341 litres, there’s no doubt that
the Clio has generous luggage space for a
supermini, comfortably clear of both the Fiesta
and Polo. With the rear seats lowered the boot

capacity rises to 1,069 litres.
There is, it must be said, a fair lip to load
heavy items over – but the relatively low
floor helps to increase the total space on
offer. In any case, we’re told that a lower
bumper section would have exposed the rear
hatchback panel to more potential damage
in rear-end impacts, nudging up insurance
premiums that Clio customers are reluctant
to pay.
We’ll have to wait a few more weeks before
Renault comes clean on UK specs and prices,
but we know that the range will start at around
£14,500, a slight rise over the outgoing model,
and that the TCe we’re driving is in roughly the
middle spec, Iconic, with a price tag of around
£16,500. That makes it a few pounds cheaper
than a five-door Fiesta 1.0 EcoBoost Zetec
– although how the two cars compare on
monthly payments will, of course, depend on
Renault’s finance arrangements and whether
it’s willing to roll deposit contributions into the
deal.

Five-speed manual,
front-wheel drive
1.0-litre 3cyl turbo petrol

£16,500 (est)

Three

64.2mpg

100g/km

Verdict
Four stars may seem like damning with faint praise but until Renault
says what UK Clios are going to cost, and what they’ll get as standard,
it’s impossible to be any more generous. Make no mistake, though: while
the Clio doesn’t quite have the Fiesta’s dynamic sparkle, it trumps pretty
much every rival on interior quality, and brings enough practicality for
many to consider it as a proper small family car.
Until the mild-hybrid version arrives in 2020 the fifth-gen Clio may
be a relatively conventional supermini, but it still has more than enough
about it to be a very appealing one indeed.
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Paying the price of power
THE NEW NISSAN LEAF E+ OFFERS MORE POWER AND GREATER
RANGE, BUT IS THAT ENOUGH TO CHALLENGE THE HYUNDAI KONA
ELECTRIC AND KIA E-NIRO?
HE NISSAN LEAF E+ IS A
new version of the Japanese
brand’s popular electric car that
has a bigger battery and a new
motor. This more powerful
set-up isn’t quieter than the lower-spec one,
nor does it deliver power differently. If you
want to pay a bit more money for your Leaf,
you get a bit more power and range.
It’s quite a bit more money – while a

T

normal Leaf in Tekna trim costs £30,995, this
62kWh version costs £35,895. For that you
get 215bhp (up from 148bhp) and a range of
239 miles (up from 168 miles). That seems
like quite a bit, but rivals such as the Hyundai
Kona Electric and Kia e-Niro both offer closer
to 300 miles of range for less money.
Both of those models are better cars in
nearly every way than the Leaf, too. For a
start, they’re more comfortable and easier to

drive, as although the Leaf’s suspension is
well-judged and deals with UK roads well, the
driving position is ergonomically awful. It has
no reach adjustment for the steering wheel
and a seat that’s set way too high up.
A revised suspension set-up for this e+
model hasn’t changed much about the way
the car handles or rides – it’s very similar to
the standard model.
The Leaf isn’t bad to drive, with reasonably

“Although the Leaf’s suspension is well-judged and deals with UK roads well,
the driving position is ergonomically awful”
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well-weighted steering and the instant power
delivery that you’d expect from an electric car.
However, the more powerful motor isn’t that
noticeable from behind the wheel.
In a petrol or diesel, 215bhp is rather a
lot in a car the size of a Leaf. Yet the Leaf
e+ barely feels any faster than the lesser
version (the new model goes from 0-62mph
an almost imperceptible one second quicker),
especially once you’re up to speed.
Like all EVs, its punchy low-speed
acceleration can be fun, but it soon runs out
of steam as you go faster.
It’s not worth buying this model based

on the more powerful motor, then, so really
the decision is about the longer range. Its
figure of 239 miles is good, and it will help
make longer trips more palatable – but as
most people drive less than 30 miles a day,
the 168-mile range on the standard version
is more than good enough for those with a
conventional car on the drive as well.
Plus, a Kia e-Niro has a range of 282
miles and costs nearly £3,000 less than the
Leaf. The Leaf’s appeal is diminished by the
availability of rivals like this, which are not
only cheaper but also have longer range and
better interiors.

The Leaf’s cabin is pretty drab and cheaplooking too, with hard-wearing materials
even on this top-spec Tekna model. The
eight-inch touchscreen display on the dash
houses an old-fashioned, ugly and hard to
use infotainment system that feels a decade
behind the elegant system in rivals from
Korea. At least Apple CarPlay and Android
Auto are standard, so you can bypass
Nissan’s own system.

Stats

“Like all EVs, its punchy low-speed acceleration can be fun,
but it soon runs out of steam as you go faster”

Direct drive, front-wheel
drive
Single electric motor
£29,495 (after grant)
Exempt
Five
(WLTP test) 300 miles
0g/km

Verdict
The new Nissan Leaf e+ is exactly what it says
on the tin: a Leaf, but with a bigger battery and a
longer range. It barely feels any different to the
regular model, and even with this extra range
it can’t match rivals such as the Hyundai Kona
Electric or Kia e-Niro. Cheaper Leaf models
make more sense.
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THIS MONTH’S DIA MEMBER OFFER

INSTRUCTOR
SHOP
The Official DVSA
Guide to Driving
– the essential skills

£5
OFF

[USUAL PRICE £14.99]

Official Driver & Vehicle Standards Agency publication
containing skills, tips and techniques on how to be a better
driver. This latest edition also includes the most up-to-date
thinking on eco-driving and the environment, equipping you with
all the information you need to become a more sensitive driver.

£8.49

DIA Plus Members

£9.24

DIA Members

ORDER CODE

0119

1
2019 DIA APPOINTMENT DIARY – LARGE (A4)
Full of useful features to make your life easier, including a
seven-day per page layout, hourly breakdowns, address
book and a yearly planner.
DIA Plus members: £1.79
DIA members: £1.89

ORDER CODE

0101
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DRIVING.ORG/SHOP
DRIVING.ORG/SHOP
| 020
| 020
8686
8686
8010
8010

2
SHOW ME, TELL ME PAD (50)
This pad covers all 19 questions and lists the combinations
used by DVSA examiners and gives additional hints and
information for instructor/pupil to discuss.
DIA Plus Members: £6.25
DIA Members: £6.60

ORDER CODE

1030

3
THE OFFICIAL HIGHWAY CODE
The Official Highway Code offers the clearest
explanation of the most current legislation,
including references to the laws behind the rules,
as well as advice on safety and best practice.
DIA Plus members: £2.25
DIA members: £2.37

ORDER CODE

0124

4
BELKIN CAR CUP MOUNT
The Car Cup Mount provides a safe and simple way to mount your
smartphone for a car trip. This cradle fits securely in your car’s cup
holder and safely positions your compatible smartphone within view
– no suction cup or adhesive required.
DIA Plus Members: £26.99
DIA Members: £28.49

ORDER CODE

3230159
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TOP
INSTRUCTOR
PICKS
5
DIA MAGNETIC SIGN (150MM)
Attract more business by displaying the DIA
member logo on your training vehicle.
DIA Plus members: £2.85
DIA members: £2.85

ORDER CODE

3010

6
DIA CLIENT RECORD CARDS
Pack of 50 double-sided A4 client record cards with space for 33
appointments and all the client’s details. There is also a terms and
conditions section at the bottom of the sheet.
DIA Plus Members: £7.83
DIA Members: £8.26

ORDER CODE

2024

7
DIA APPOINTMENT CARDS (500)
Pack of 500 appointment cards. Simple
appointment booking card, providing a clear
record for pupil and instructor.
DIA Plus members: £17.46
DIA members: £18.43

ORDER CODE

2001
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DRIVING.ORG/SHOP
DRIVING.ORG/SHOP
| 020
| 020
8686
8686
8010
8010

8
PDI BUNDLE
All you need to get started on your road
to becoming an ADI – this comprehensive
bundle of resource materials will see you
through your Part One and further.
DIA Plus members: £65.97
DIA members: £69.63

9
DIA DRUG GOGGLES
Our DIA drug simulation goggles simulate many of the
effects of using illegal drugs or overdosing on prescription
medication, including disorientation, altered space
perception, vertigo, lack of concentration, image distortion,
memory problems, and feelings of euphoria.
DIA Plus members: £71.00
DIA members: £71.00

ORDER CODE

1033

10
DVSA GUIDE TO BETTER DRIVING
This official DVSA guide will give you the tools you need to drive with
confidence. In this book you will find advice on coping with everyday
situations such as roundabouts, motorways, junctions and bad weather. It
also includes information on managing your attitude and behaviour so that
you can reduce risk and deal with distractions, as well as quizzes, tips and
scenarios to help you overcome your driving anxieties.
DIA Plus Members: £8.99
DIA Members: £9.49

ORDER CODE

1055
HOW TO ORDER
FINDbyOUT
MORE
You can order shop goods from us via our website at driving.org/shop or over the phone
calling
us onVISIT
020 8686 8010

www.driving.org/webbuilder

You’ll need to have your credit/debit card details handy and your membership number available to make use of our special member prices. If you’d like to pay by cheque, get in
touch and we’ll post you an order form that you can fill out and return to the office. Postage costs £4 per order, so get the best value by ordering more items in one go. We aim to
despatch items to you the next working day, but allow up to five working days for delivery. UK and NI only.
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NATIONAL & LOCAL
ADI ASSOCIATIONS
National Associations Strategic Partnership

ADINJC
Approved Driving Instructors National Joint Council
Clive Snook, Liaison Officer, 47 Sweetmans Road,
Shaftesbury, Dorset. SP7 8EH
E: adinjc_liaisonofficer@hotmail.co.uk | W: www.adinjc.org.uk

DIA
Driving Instructors Association
Carly Brookfield, CEO, Gleneagles Court, Brighton Rd,
Crawley, West Sussex RH10 6AD
T: 020 8686 8010 | E: help@driving.org | W: www.driving.org

MSA
Motor Schools Association
John Lepine MBE, General Manager, Motor Schools
Association of Great Britain Ltd, 101 Wellington Road North,
Stockport, Cheshire. SK4 2LP
T: 0161 429 9669 | E: mail@msagb.co.uk |
W: www.msagb.com

If you have any questions or queries for NASP please contact us through our website:
www.n-a-s-p.co.uk

OTHER UK ASSOCIATIONS
AIRSO

Association of Industrial Road Safety Officers

Graham Feest, Secretary, 68 The Boulevard, Worthing,
West Sussex BN13 1LA
T 01903 506095 | E: info@airso.org.uk | W: www.airso.org.uk

IMTD

Institute of Master Tutors of Driving

Kathy Higgins, Secretary, 24 Highfield Road, Knowsley, Huyton. L36 3XR
Tel: 07748 303545 | E: secretary@imtd.org.uk | W: www.imtd.org.uk

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
EFA

European Driving Schools Association

101 Wellington Road North, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 2LP
T: 0161 883 1665 | E: info@efa-eu.com | W: www.efa- eu.com

IVV

International Association for Driver Education

Gleneagles Court, Brighton Rd, Crawley, West Sussex RH10 6AD
T: 020 8686 8010 | E: info@ivv.org.uk | W: www.ivv.org.uk
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LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS
Aberdeen & District
Ashford
Aylesbury
Banbury
Barnet
Barnsley
Bedford & District
Berkshire (BDI)
Birmingham
Bishop Auckland
Blackburn
Blackpool
Bolton & Bury
Bournemouth
Bridgend
Cambridgeshire
Carlisle
Causeway/Northwest Ireland
Chesterfield
Cornwall
Colchester
Crewe & District
Derby
Doncaster
Dorset
Dundee
Durham
East Kilbride
East London
Edinburgh
Essex
Fife
Forth Valley
Glasgow
Gloucestershire
Gravesham
Grimsby
Halton
Hampshire & West Sussex
Harrogate
Harrow
Hereford
High Wycombe
Huddersfield and District
Inverness
Inverurie
Kendal
Kettering and District
Lanark
Lanarkshire
Lancaster & Morecambe
Leeds
Leicester
Lewes
Luton
Mansfield & Ashfield
Merseyside
Milton Keynes
Montrose (MDIA)
Moray
Newcastle upon Tyne
North Avon
North London (LDIS)
North Wales
North West Federation
Nottingham
Nuneaton & District
Oxfordshire
Perth
Plymouth & District
Pontefract
Powys
Rochdale
Rotherham
Rugby
Rushden
Salisbury
Scarborough and District
Slough
Solihull
South East (Kent)
South Manchester
South Staffordshire
Southend and District
Southport
St Albans and District
St Helens & District
Stockton
Sunderland
Sussex
Teesside
Three Counties (Hants, Surrey & Berks)
Wakefield
Warrington
Watford
Wessex
West Lothian
West Yorkshire
Whitchurch
Wirral
Worcester & District
Yeovil
York

Derek Young
Derek Goodwin
Richard Stansfield
Sally Franklin
Ramesh Versani
Dave Peacock
Mike Jozwiak
Andy Lee
James Quinn
Darran Shaw
Linda Brooks
David Bell
Dave Thomas
Debbie Axworthy
John Essaye
Sue Papworth
David Hamilton
William Ogilby
Mark Comford
F. Rossin
Chris Barnett
Emma Newell
Ken Butterworth
Roy Nelson
Julie Mansley
Dave Howie
Brian McGee
Bryan Harper
Joseph Danquah
Mansour Marouf
Philip Matthews
Kenny MacLean
Gareth Marchant
Alex Buist
Doug Birch
John Shailer
Mark Camburn
Graham Cain
Jane Le Feuvre
Phil Hirst
Mansha Kapur
Craig Preedy
Jenny Nicholls
Nigel Deans
Orlando Collesso
Richard Gilbert
David Morgan
Andrew Love
Graham May
David Thomson
Barry Price
Derek Smith
Carl Wasilewski
John Rennie
John Neilson
Phil Lawson
Peter Barnes
Derek Wormald
Moira Parker
Iain Holgan
Elizabeth Cairns
Jerry Price
Roy E.Gerondaes
Arthur Carpenter
Des Desai
Kate Fennelly
Ralph Walton
David Ryman
Judith Fotheringham
Rob Bullen
Ian Sidaway
Paul Wilson
Harold Lightfoot
Brian Jackson
Sunil Rana
Ian Green
Jo Horswell
John White
Lorraine Maunder
Peter Williams
Adrian Lewis
Rob Farrelly
Sarah Mabbley
Mark Christmas
Ian Duff
Louise Watson
Christine Holland
Brian Docherty
Bert Moncur
Rob Ward
Paul Coleman
Sue Pitchley
Peter Gamewell
Anne Green
Peter Fraser
Colin Gladwell
Ian Sidaway
Tom Meechan
Bill Hancock
Richard Gillmore
Adrian Care
Sue Miles
Edward Marshall

01224 897606
01233 641924
07738 408089
07870 545431
020 7386 9943
07773 978949
01234 342435
07931 545777
07734 915363
01388 451315
07749 960304
01253 595179
01204 382557
07980 618305
01656 725778
07703 355722
07747 038938
07563 649025
07979 383999
01726 66566
07876 416031
07790 601987
01332 411501
01302 770160
07702 886109
01382 350650
07843 200314
07747 530684
07956 241082
0131 553 5600
07980 938290
01592 773724
01786 451542
01360 312717
07885 482470
01474 814438
01472 692266
0151 420 2688
07939 002129
07801 503423
07854294825
07949 026126
07885 967656
07581 387891
07931 528344
01467 642861
01539 731296
07812 537 562
07963 331418
07766 270837
07721 391758
0113 232 8900
01509 646471
07717 101713
01582 583 783
07751 488111
0151 521 3136
07958 715927
07773 765 483
07870 593441
07855 762 045
07770 608 848
07956 275230
07779 662868
07900 513372
07751 156 408
024 76386873
07514 093217
01764 670259
01566 782431
07935498518
01544 350263
01706 341785
07801 944116
01788 575859
07966 149589
01725 517595
01723 500600
07989 414711
07970 782690
07984 603898
07526 005140
07508 000575
07733 649719
07752 913917
07973 309661
01942 713743
07891 864219
07976 539179
01903 774929
07853 905064
01252 716723
07713 444126
07840 077807
020 8950 8111
01373 822006
07935 498518
07970 412421
07860 477833
07790 193138
01905 757234
01935 420885
07971 431515
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To advertise email
advertising@driving.org

ADVERTISER
INDEX
ADVERTISER INDEX
Collingwood
0345 470 0014
collingwoodinstructors.co.uk

FBTC
0344 9842 515
fbtc.co.uk

DIA Insurance
0800 458 0823
driving.org/insurance

DIA MEMBERSHIP
P02

P11

Keeping it simple, there are two great levels of membership — offering you
a choice of insurance cover and benefits.

Standard membership includes £25 million of professional indemnity and public liability
insurance, as well as access to a wide range of support and advisory services.
Our new DIA Plus membership is the most comprehensive association package currently
available for driver and rider trainers. As well as all the benefits of our standard membership, DIA
Plus membership also includes enhanced discounts on DIA Shop, CPD Training, Tax Services,
Income Protection cover and access to a whole range of discounts/cashbacks and offers on
popular brands and services such as: Marks & Spencer, Currys PC World, free telephone legal
service and much more…

P14

Standard
Drive Car Hire
020 7308 1360
drivecarhire.co.uk

Arthur J. Gallagher
08457 697 323
dual-control.com

P17

P17

Suzuki Discount

Income protection insurance

Specsavers Discount

PG Mutual discounts

Experian AutoCheck
He-Man
023 8022 6952
he-mandualcontrols.co.uk

P25

Car Insurance
Fuel Card

Adrian Flux
0800 916 1290
adrianflux.co.uk

DIA Training
TRAINING

020 8686 8010
driving.org/safeguarding

P27

P28

autoexpress.co.uk

DIA Recovery
020 8686 8010
driving.org/recovery

P46

P50

Fuel Card

Vauxhall partners

Legal support

Driving Test Success
Anytime Pro
Vehicle Recovery
Parking with Q-Park

Veygo
veygo.com/instructors

DIA Plus
020 8686 8010
driving.org

P71

P72

Web Builder
Tax Service
Vauxhall partners
Recommend a friend
Legal support
Private Healthcare
Theory Test Pro
Vehicle Recovery
Parking

Join or find out more visit driving.org/membership-plans

This is a quick reference guide of advertisers in Driving Instructor.
To advertise in Driving Instructor please contact us on
020 8686 8010 or email advertising@driving.org
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Experian AutoCheck

Tax Service

Private Healthcare
Auto Express

Specsavers Discount

Car Insurance

Red

P41

Suzuki Discount

Web Builder

Recommend a friend
0800 688 8054
reddrivingschool.com/franchise
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THE MONTH IN SOCIAL
WE LOVE HEARING FROM OUR MEMBERS ON SOCIAL MEDIA. THIS MONTH, WE ASKED FOR
YOUR THOUGHTS ON POTENTIALLY INCREASING THE MOTORWAY SPEED LIMIT TO 80MPH.
AN INCREASE IN THE MOTORWAY speed limit for
lorries has improved safety, according to a new DfT report
(see page 11 for the full story). Do you think the motorway
speed limit should be upped to 80mph for cars?
We asked your opinion on social media and received
a variety of responses. Here’s a selection of some of our
members’ thoughts.
FACEBOOK
There was a lot of support for an increase in the
speed limit.
MATTY LONGWORTH: 80mph works well in the USA
on the interstate highways. These roads tend to be dual
carriageways. Also when a vehicle is on the hard shoulder
– all vehicles change lanes to give a full lane space from
the hazard.

Tweet your
thoughts
@the_DIA
You can like us
on Facebook at
facebook.com/
drivinginstructorsassociation

PETE MAIDMENT: Yes, however it should be made more
of an offence for travelling too close to the vehicle in front,
it works on the autobahns in Germany.
PHIL JONES: The limit should be increased, but more
importantly there should be a minimum limit on both
motorways and dual carriageways, people crawling along
at 45mph are more dangerous than those travelling at 80.
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ANDY THOMAS: Most lorries are restricted to below the
legal limit anyway to save fuel. Would they be derestricted
if the limit increased? What about the issue of pollution
and global warming? Driving faster will increase these.

NICK HEATH: A lot of the problems are caused by the
different speeds of different classes of vehicle. I’d suggest
that any increases in safety are down to everyone travelling
at similar speeds... so allowing cars to go faster again
would be a backwards step. We have to remember that
although cars can stop quicker now than in the 1960s,
there are still crashes at the current limits and zero crashes
should be our aim.

TWITTER
JOHN LENDRUM @LENDRUMSDRIVING: People do
this speed anyway and as the motorways are the safest
place to drive, it makes sense, but put in tougher penalties
for speeding. In parts of Europe the varied speed limit
works, ie in France it is 80mph when dry and 70 when wet
and 50 around roadworks and enforced.
Our Twitter poll had the following results when
we asked should the speed limit be increased to
80mph:

ANDY MCDERMOTT: Definitely not! We have the most
congested motorways in Western Europe and yet the
safest motorways in the world (England only, not GB).
RoSPA estimates that 36 more people will die every year if
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The issue of pollution was also one that some of
you felt should be considered.

Many of you weren’t so keen on the idea of
increasing the speed limit.

70

the limit increases to 80mph. Above all else we are trying
to reduce emissions to protect our environment. It also
increases fuel consumption by 20%. The benefits of going
faster? A time saving of a shade over six seconds for each
mile. It’s only my opinion but it doesn’t seem worth it.
As a licensed NDORS trainer we tell clients on speed
awareness courses the difference the extra speed makes
in a collision. Braking in an emergency stop in the same
vehicle at the same point at different speeds could result
in a much higher speed collision than people imagine.
For example, where the car stopped at 70mph, the car
doing 80mph would still be travelling at 39mph. This
is demonstrated in a short video where a highly trained
driver in perfect conditions in a well-maintained vehicle
was required to carry out a series of emergency stops at
different speeds on a disused airstrip. This is probably
how RoSPA are able to estimate how many more fatalities
would occur in motorway collisions.
England’s motorways are the safest in the world (even
where the hard shoulder has been removed). Changing the
speed limit would result in losing our safest roads status.

72% yes | 28% no
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Already a DIA member?
Call 020 8686 8010 to see what we can do for you
DIA is the UK’s largest membership body for
professional driver and rider trainers and provides
the most comprehensive range of benefits to
instructors – including elements which can also
benefit your loved ones.

Sign up today and receive a FREE GIFT

1080p Action Sports Cam
Visit www.driving.org/upgrade or call 020 8686 8010
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